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Outst~nding
seniors
named

Sparks, smoke cause initial panic
Faculty Hall without
po~er after Tuesday's
electrical malfunction

Mia W alt ers
Assistant News Editor
Every semester, two graduating seniors
are recognized for excelling beyond the
average college experience.
This semester, LeeAnna Green and
Brian Robertson were named Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman.
Green, an accounting major from Mayfield, Ky., said she believes she got this
honor because of her participation in
numerous campus activities.
"Since I was a
freshman, I have been
really excited about
getting involved," she
said. "I've really loved
Murray State since I
got here."
Green has been
involved in Student
Government Association and Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority, was
LeeAnna
named the 2005 Miss
Green
Murray State, and is a
Outstanding
member of the Honors
Senior Woman Program.
"This is kind of
the culmination of my
years here," she said.
"It's a good note to end
on, and I'm just really
excited and honored."
After graduation, Green said she
plans to spend the
summer studying for
the Certified Personal
Accountant exam, and
Brian
in September she will
Robertson start full-time work
with Ernst & Young, an
• Outstanding
accounting firm in
Senior Man
Nash\;ue. Tenn.
Robertson, a
chemistry ma)or from Murray, also cited
his involvement:as a reason he was selected.
"I've worked really hard throughout
college, and my goal has been to try to be
well balanced," he said. "My motto is
'work-hard, play-hard.' I think it's important to get your work done, then to go out
and get into something extracurricular or
social.''
Robertson helped found the water
board team last fall, was a member of
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity, has participated in numerous intramural sports and
conducted research on post-retirement
financial planning.
"I was really excited when I found out,
and it was kind of a relief," he said. "I felt
like I was finally recognized for working
hard. I don't do it for the awards or the
recognition, I do it for my personal edification, but it feels great to have someone

Robin Phelps
News Editor

Misty Hays/The New.•

The fire department quickly responded to calls about the malfunctionino arc In Faculty Hall on
Tuesday. Some students and faculty initially mistook the mechanical mishap to be a bomb.

Flickering lights. Darkness.
Sparks. Smoke. Confusion.
Panic.
These words described the
scene·Tuesday afternoon after
an electrical
arc
sparked in a
mechanical
room in the
Check out
lobby
of
thenews.orQ for a
Faculty
video Interview
H a 1 1 ,
with aprofessor
according
who was In Faculty
to a UniverHall during the
sity-wide eIncident
mail.
"Wilh so much terrorism
going on nowadays, I thought
it was a bomb," Mica Howe,
associate professor of modem
languages, said as she stood in
the Q.uad with numerous students whose classes were
interrupted by the disturbance.
At about 3 p.m., people on
the first floor heard noises
beyond the usual heard during
a weekday in the building.
"There was a big boom and
the lights went off in our

office," Linda Thompson,
department secretary for
humanities and fine arts, said.
"1 went out into the hallway
and I thought something
exploded."
Unaware the sound came
from a malfunctioning arc,
rather than what some
thought was a falling or
exploding elevator, many left
the building in disarray.
"We were scared, we ran
like hell," Sarah Yeatts, senior
from Murray, said.
Students received c·mails
about the cancellation of
classes for the remainder of
Tuesday, Wednesday and part
of Thursday.
Wednesday, Facilities Management and the state fire
marshal worked to repair the
damage by replacing fuses,
mending the melted connections and testing the electrical
bus.
In the midst of tuition
increase, budget cuts and
·much-needed savings, some
may wonder about the funds
required for Faculty Hall's
repairs.
"We do have access to capital renewal funds from the

see FACULJ'Y HALL. 3A
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Dunn announces proposal for program cuts
Robin Phelps
News Editor
On Aprilll Murray State received
the final verdict of a 6 percent
tuition increase from the Board of
Regents. Though some students may
have breathed a sigh of relief that
this increase was less than the
advised 9 percent, the feeling
was only temporary.
Having to
make up about
$2.2 million for
the 2009 fiscal
year, the University was forced to
compensate elsewhere for the
Randy Dunn tuition increase.
University
With the
assistance of UniPresident
versity administrators, vice presidents and directors, University
President Randy Dunn sifted
through a 500-page list of prospective items to decrease, downsize and
discontinue funding for the fiscal
year of 2008-09.
"We're going to be doing a very

BUDGET
REDUCTION AReAS

•Revenues
180,000

• KUS Mandatory
fees
• Women's Rowing

160,000
140,000
120,000

• Pres;dent."s Area

The Shield

100,000

• Ubrary Holdings

80,000

• Curris Center
fitness Center
Postal Service

60,000
40,000

• Finance and
AdmfflrstratiVe

20,000

serv~ees

o

•Property
Acquisitions

Budget Reduction Saving•

Institutional

Mvancemem:

Breathitt
Veterinary Center

• SpeCJal 4Ccoonts

Photo illustrations by Robin Phelps/The News

modest tuition increase," Dunn said.
"I don't think (the cuts) are going to
hurt our overall quality."
Cuts were made among revenue
areas, the President's area, academic
and student affairs, finance and
administrative services, institutional
advancement and special accounts.
Among these areas, a number of

University-afflliated programs, facilities, positions and areas of funding
will be affected.
Two cuts allowing some of the
largest savings for the University are
women's rowing and library holdings, as indicated in the Budget
Reduction Worksheet.
Women's rowing will experience

$161,000 in cuts though the organization is permitted to remain as a cJub
sport.
Cuts in library holdings, which
account for items bought for the
library, will save the University
$125,000.
These program cuts are needed to
compensate for the lack of state

funding, Dunn said.
"We've only got so many places to
get the money from," Dunn said.
"This is a very challenging time as
we work to keep MSU moving forward to bring excellence in teaching.
learning and service."

see PIHWI
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News Editor: Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor: Mia Walters
Phone: 809-4468

This week
Today

Police Beat - - - - - - April24

Final Exam Schedule
Exam Time
Monday

Courtesy of Kathy Hodge

•7 p.l. Relay for life; Roy Stewart Stadium, ends
at 7a.m.

Tuesday

•8 a.m. OMAS Art Show; Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery; ends at 5 p.m., free

8:00a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
Night

Saturday
Sunday
•S p.m. Dinner Sponsored by the Newman
House; Newman Center, free

Wednesday 8:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
.
Night

Monday
•12:30 p.m. Pet Therapy Day; in front of
Waterfield Library; Humane Society of
Calloway County bringing pets to help
students dc·.stress during finals week, free

Thursday

8:00a.m.
10:30a.m.
1:30 p.m.
Night

Wednesday
•4 p.m. Staff Congress rebate night; Backyard Burgers; proceeds go to Staff Book
Scholarship fund; ends at 9 p.m.

Thursday
•2 p.m. Retirement reception for Donna
Cobb and Debbie Newsome of Food Services; Curris Center Dance Lounge; ends
at 4 p.m., free

Coming Up
• Way 9: Hithmi, 6p.m.; Curris Center Theatre, free
• May10: Commencement, 10a.m.; Regional Special
Events Center. free
• May 10: Murray StateBaseball vs. UT Martin, 1p.m.
and 2p.m.; Reagan Field, free
• May 13: Final gradesavailableon PIN System

friday

Regular Time

8:00a.m.
10:30 a.m.

9:30 MWF
11:30 MWF
12:30-1:45 TTh
Tuesday
evening
classes

Aprii2S

9:30·10:45 Tlh
12:30 MWF
2:00·3:15 Tlh
Wednesday
evening
classes
8:00·9:15 Tlh
and 4:30 MWF
10:30 MWF
1:30 MWF
Thursday
evening
classes

1

7:30 MWF and
3:3o-4:45 TTh
3:30 MWF

ape

If you would like a event to
in
This Week section. fill out a
in
the Murray State News office at WDsoa
Hall rOQm lll. fax to 8<J9..317S or e-mail
information to'D.ttW$@DWml-ed\L
;. Please ttubnlit evema by edDeiUys
at noon. We canno t guarantee all items
will be published.
,,
1

th~

Apri130

8:13a.m. A caller from Waterfield
Library reported a dog in the area
had broke from its chain. The
Calloway
County
Sheriffs
Department was notified.
4:48 p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported a motor vehicle
accident without injuries. A Murray State vehicle hit a bicycle
rack. Transportation Services and
Central Plant were notified and
picked up the rack. An officer
took a report.
11:41 p.m. A caller from Hart College requested someone check on
her roommate, who was sick. A
sixth-floor
resident adviser
requested Emergency Medical
Services. The student was not
transported by EMS. An officer
took a report.

8:00a.m. 8:30 MWF
10:30 a.m. 11:00·12:15 Tlh
1:30 p.m. 2:30 MWF
Night
Monday
evening
classes

•1:30 p.m. Faculty and Staff Regents'
Forum; Wrather Museum

•1 p.m. Kelso's Mule Sale; Cherry Agricultural Expo Center, free
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12:04 a.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Bruce E.
Carter, senior from Murray. for
theft by unlawful taking of less
than $300, for stealing a Murray
State parking permit and for
operating a motor vehicle on a
suspended license.
12:32 a.m. Mu rray State Police
issued a citation to Jennifer C.
Underhill," nonstudent from
Almo, Ky., at North 16th Street
near North Farm for operating a
motor vehicle with an expired
drivers license. She was also
given a verbal warning for speeding.
2:07 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Tammy L
Wade, nonstudent from Murray,
at 16th Street for speeding.
11:34 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Ch ristopher
William Hampton, freshman from
Paducah, Ky., at Clark College for
possession of alcohol by a minor
and a verbal warning for failure to
wear a seatbelt.

April26
.ll:l7 a.m. The residence d irector
of Elizabeth College reported
an elevator making a grinding
noise. Central Plant was notified.
6:35 p.m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
reported an accident while parking their vehicle. An officer took a
report.

4:48 p.m. A caller from the Curris Center reported a preacher
on campus making offensive
remarks. An officer said that tbe
p reacher was not maldq offen·
sive remarks, and bad approval
to be at the location.
7:04 p.m. A desk worker from
Elizabeth College reported a student turned in a controlled substance to the front desk. An officer took possession of the substance and took a report.

April27
6:20 a.m. A caller from 14th and
Payne streets reported a storm
drain cover was removed and
p1aced onto the soccer field. Central Plant was notified. The cover
wal> found and replaced.
7:50p.m. A caller from White College reported a student needed a
mental health referral. The student was trcmsported to Four
Rivers Behavioral Health in Paducah, Ky. An officer took a report.
9:48 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a g1.1est in the
college claimed to be running
from the law. An officer spoke to
the guest and told them to leave
campus. An officer took a report.

for rt!ckless driving and for not
having a driver's license.

April29
2:02 p.m. A caller from Alexander
· Hall reported a motor vehicle
accident without injuries.' Murray
Police Department had already
been notified.
11:29 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Shelia Lamb,
nonstudent from Murray, on Waldrop Drive for operating a motor
vehicle with an expired drivers
license, for theft of a Murray
State parking permit and for
operating a motor vehicle with a
suspended license.
ll:48 p.m. A caller from Hart College reported the smell of mari·
juana on the north wing of the
fifth floor. An officer reported the
smell was not mariju ana, but possible problems from a light fixture. Central Plant was notified.

April28
3:51a.m. A resident adviser from
Regents College said a student
had possibly overdosed on medication. Emergency Medical Services was notified and transported the student to the emergency
room. An officer took a report.
8:36 a.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall requested Emergency
Modica! Services because of a
possible stroke. EMS was notified
and the person was transported
to the Murray Calloway County
Emergency Room. An officer took
a report.
1:30 p.m. A caller from New Clark
College said a fight occurred earlier that day. The victim refused
prosec1.1tion. An officer took a
report for assault in the fourth
degree.
4:51 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Rebekah T.
Jarvis, freshman from Richmond,
Ky., at the Five Points parking lot

PIN System To Be Used For ,Fall Sign-up
FAQ's
Starting April 8 , through July 16,
2008 all students wi II register for
their fall 2008 meal .plans on the
PIN system. After completing
class registration simply go the
PIN system site and log on. Once
there select OPTION 11:
1. Select Parking Permit

2. Select Shield
3. Select Meal Plans
Follow instructions for
Selecting your meal plan
based upon your academic
status.

Meal Plans
Shield
Parking

Don't Forget "to Sign-up

1. How do I find out about Fall 2008

Proposed Meal Plans?

6o to the Food Service
WEBSITE at: www . murraystate. edu/
foodservices
2 . What wi II the new meal plans
cost for fall 2008?
The 2008-09 Meal Plan rates
have not yet ·been approved by the
Board of Regents . It is our intention
to post the rates as soon as we have
confirmation that they have, been approved .
3. Why are the meal plans changing this
year?
The meal plans are changing this
year to add flexibility to plan use for
meal plan customers.
4 . What meal plan do I nave to pur
chase?
Freshman and sophomores living in the
Residential Colleges are required to
purchase a minimum of the 125/250
Block Plan or the 180 Plan

April30
1:21 p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center called the MJJrray Police
Department regarding a possibly
intoxicated male subject in the
area. An officer reported that
everything was normal.
10:53 p.m. A caller from White
College said people at picnic
tables north of the college were
smoking marijuana. T he people
were gone on officer arrival.
11:31 p.m. A caller from Richmond
College asked to speak to an officer concerning a threat made to
them by their roommate. An officer took a report for terroristic
threatening in the third degree.
Motorist assists - l
Racer escorts - l
ArresLs- 0

Mia Walters compiles Police &at
with materials Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not
listed.
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PROGRAM CUTS

SENIORS

From Pagel

From Pagel
recogniz~

it."
After graduating from Murray State, Robertson plans to
go into investment banking,
he said.
"Banking would be a good
segway from my research," he
said. "From there 1 plan on
going into corporate finance."
He then plans to pursue his
MBA from Stanford University, he said.
To students who aspire to
one day obtain this honor,
Green and Robertson have
some advice.

"Don't be afraid to take chances, and push yourself to
the point of being uncomfortable. Basically, put yourself in the position to succeed. Getting yourself in
that position is important, and from
there on you haveto let it work out.'l
-Brian Robertson
Outstanding Senior Man
"1 would say get involved as
much as you can. but only in
things that you really care
about." Green said. ."I was

enthusiastic about all of the
things I participated in. It's
not just about being involved
in the classroom, it's also

Need a FUNDRAISER

for Ct-¥\1 or~WYV?

about the activities outside of
the classroom and the connections you make with people that make the difference:·
Said Robertson: "Don't be
afraid to take chances, and
push yourself to the point of
being uncomfortable. Basically, put yourself in the position
to succeed. Getting yourself
in that position is important,
and from there on you have to
let it work out."
Mia Walters can be reach(•d
at mia.walters@murraystate.
edu.

Students. faculty and staff
concerned about the proposed
cuts may attend the campus
budget hearing at 1:30 p.m.
today in Wrather Museum.
Dunn will present his proposal for the intended cuts

and answer questions.
A second campus budget
hearing will be scheduled during finals week.
Robin Phelps can be reached
at robinj.phelps@murraystate.
edu.

FACULTY HALL
From Pagel
Commonwealth of Kentucky that we can usc for these purposes," University President Randy Dunn said. "Sometimes there is
a problem with too much need for the funds and not enough
money, though."
Robin Phelps can be reached at robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

CASH FOR BOOKS
BOOK BUY BACK •
EXTENDED HOURS
MAY 5-9
MONDAY- THURSDAY 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
FRIDAY 8 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.

5°/o DISCOUNT ON
PRE-PACKAGED TEXTBOOK SERVICE
BRING THIS AD FOR A 5% DISCOUNT
ON YOUR FALL 2008 PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS
YOUR PREPACKAGED ORDER UREGISTERS YOU TO WIN" YOUR PACKAGE

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAYS MAY 2-4
20% OFF MSU IMPRINTED APPAREL INCLUDING

Collect cans for recycling! (55~/lb). Contact Jerry or Trish at Key Auto Parts & Recycling.
YOU CAN DELIVER or WE ~ LL PICK IT UP IF IT'S 100 LBS OR MORE
1850 STATE ROUTE 1215 · MURRAY, KY 42071 • (270) 753 - 5500

CLEARANCE SPORTSWEAR

ew
•\at:e
{'in.ur eg1ns Here}

Premier Mini Storage
Summer Storage Units Available NOW!

753-9600

(We Are Less T han A
Mil e From Cam pus!)

4 Bedroom Rates
Start at Only $325!
·Tot all y wire less cl ubhouse with an All New
Fitn ess Center, St udy
Center and Tanning
Dome
·Leather Fu rniture, H ig h
Ri se Beds and N ew
Fl oorin g
•Indi vid ual Contracts
·All Bed rooms Feature
Privat e Bathrooms

New Name ... New

Look!

Students, Why drag
all your stuff home and back again??

(For merly Mu rray Pl ace )

Store your stuff!

The Chase at
Murray

Indoor Climate Control
Now taking summer reservations!

1700 Lowes Drive • Murray, KY
42071

-Rates from $18 Monthly
-Controlled access
-Video Surveillance
-No deposit required
-Air Cohditioned Units
-On Site Manager

-Pest Control
-Open 7 Days a Week
-We Rent U-Hauls
-We Sell Boxes
-Behind Goody's
-Across From The Big Apple

RESERVE NOW! LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE!
Premier Mini Storage -644 N 12th St.-Murray
~-~i ptt'liscoupon 1 ~-CTip th i scoupo~!-~dip thrs 'Co t!PonT--~

I
I

Thanks for voting us "Best place to live in Murray"

www.myowBapartmeBt.com

I
I

Free Padlock When

I
I

Premier Mini Storage

I
I

You Move In!
Coupon good through May 31st. 2008

•---clip this coupon!----clip this couponl----clip this co upon!---•

~-----------------·

Congratulations to all the graduating seniors from The Murray State News!
Check out the senior send-off video at thenews.org
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Trimming fat: value over quality
University makes decisions
on who·goes, who stays

.

"Don't worry this will
only hurt a little bit.. !'

Former editor reflects on college years

what doyou think•••
is the University sacrificing quality for cheap tuition?

In My
Opinion

Yes, because many talented staff members are being let go, which makes it harder to get diverse faculty on our campus."
Adam forsythe • Belleville, Ill.

senior
Yes, because it's increasingly harder to
get into classes that we need because
they're limitedly offered due to decreases
in quality faculty. It's also harder for
understaffed offices to work efficiently
with a smaller staff."
Sarah Thomason· C(die:v1Ue, Tenn.
sophomore
'Yes, I have seen the effects first-hand in
the history department. I have no idea how
they are going to cope with even more
cuts. It also seems the University is letting
positions remain open rather than finding
someone to fill the void."
Ben Duncan • Louisville, Ky.
freshman

Autumn
Boaz
Autumn Boaz is the
former Editor and
Chieffor the
Murray State News
from Fairview,
Tenn.

'Yes, because I think there are much bet·
ter ways to handle budget cuts than to
fire quality educators.·
Rachel Mauser • louisville. Ky.
sophomore
Marla Moore/The N~ws

the news
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2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

www.thenews.org

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial ·
board of The Murray State News.
For months there have been discussions, debates and
wringing of hands across campus about how to cope with the
state budget cuts and what the money crunch means for
every University department.
Since the Board of Regents' decision to increase tuition by
only 6 percent instead of the proposed 9 percent, University
President Randy Dunn and administrative directors have
been sifting through an already tight budget to come up with
an additional $2 million.
Today, Dunn will present the proposed cuts to the University and later to the Board of Regents for approval. These
proposed cuts will affect students, staff and faculty across
the University and state.
They include cuts in library holdings, a reduction in Carr
and Honor scholarships, the elimination of women's rowing,
the postal service, the dean of agriculture, the Shield and various positions in Enrollment Management and the athletic
department. The list goes on and on.
Eventually, we'll just be left with a cashier's office and a
printing press for diplomas. There will be no need to go
through the daunting process of attending class, learning or
thinking because there won't be any faculty or staff left. Forget about traditions, campus life and student involvement.
With the lagging economy crumbling financial aid from the
state and the inflation of tuition cost, it's no wonder Murray
State's enrollment is decreasing, while area community colleges are at record highs. What will Murray State have to
offer over these two-year schools?
When does quality trump cost? Even with the tuition
increase, the overall cost to attend Murray State is relatively
low when compared to other colleges across the state and
country, but at the expense of the University's programs.
The News begs the question: what arc we ~iving up when
the University starts cherry-picking programs, departments
and staff to cut?
The News also asks the Board of Regents to cautiously
weigh the positives and negatives of each individual budget
cut because of the strong detrimental effects it will
inevitably have on students, staff and the future of the University.

I'm a week and a day away from graduation
and I just sent out my graduation announcements yesterday. I still have a significant portion
of an online chemistry class left to complete. I'm
moving to Chicago in less than two weeks and I
haven't p~cked a single item.
I love procrastination, and that's exactly what
I intend to do during the last week of my fouryear college career. 1 intend to wait until the last
minute to do absolutely everything because then
maybe it'll make me feel like I've at least robbed
a few more moments from the hands of time. If
it's between writing my last essay for my film
class next week or drinking a beer on the porch
of Vitello's with friends that I may never see
again, I'm going to drink that beer. If somebody
wants to go play Frisbee in the park and I still
have 24 boxes to load into my car by the next
day, those boxes are just going to have to wait.
Time is running out, and I'm using all of it.
At 10 a.m. May lO though, that clock I've successfully been racing for the last four years is
definitely going to beat me. And I don't know
how that's going to feel. I think that's what scares
all of us who are spending that morning draped
in gowns with tassels hanging in our faces.
The thing is, most of us have plans of some
sort, so why are we so freaked out? Honestly, I
couldn't be happier about my plans. I'm about to
start a job that I actually wanted, in a city that
I've always wanted to be in, with a person who
thinks I hung the moon. Everything is going to be
Cine for me, and I'm sure it will be fine for all of
us, except the few who fall through the cracks in
the floor of the Regional Special Events Center
that morning.
So, I've decided we're not concerned about
ourselves at all. We're concerned about all the
people and things we can't take with us. Those of
us who are graduating and leaving Murray arc
about to lose touch with things, places and people that have been our whole world for the past
four years, if not longer, and to me that's like

the news editorial board
Ashley Edwards
Editor in Chief • 809·6877
Robin Phelps
News Editor • 809-4468

Alalna Zanln
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Whitney Harrod
College Ute Editor • 809-5871

mourning death times at lea~t 100.
I won't be able to call my friends at noon and
have them meet me in the Quad for lunch at
l2:02. 1 can't borrow a hair dryer from my suite
mate or eave:;drop on my roommate's late-night
conversation with her boyfriend in the bunk
below me.
I won't be spending every Wednesday night of
my life in The Murray State News newsroom
making sure commas and colons are in the right
spot, and I won't have people I know waving
hello to me every time I walk somewhere.
But I'm glad I'm sad. I'm glad I want to cry
when I think of the friends and family I'm leaving behind. I'm glad I still care about the people
and things in the newsroom. and I'm glad I still
sort of want to enroll in a couple of cool classes
being offered next fall.
It's kind of like when you've had a really great
time at a party or a night out - you wake up the
next day and your whole body hurts, and you
know you've had a good time.
Today my heart hurts, and that tells me that
I've had four of the greatest years of my life.
I want to bottle it all up and take it with me,
and to some extent I will. But like l said, it's what
we c.an't take that hurts. l have memory-filled
picture albums that will alway~ be on display. I
have cards from my mom and dad and ticket
stubs from circuses, baseball and hockey games
that will stay in a shoebox under my bed for at
least the next SO years. I have books from an aunt
that will always be the centcrplt•cc on my bookshelf and in my wallet I have playing cards from
every casino in Tunica that remind me just how
fun my family can be.
I can take all the memories I want, but I can't
take the real things.
So, I'm leaving it all her~ hoping someone else
will enjoy ir as much as I did. And I hope all of us
who arc graduating can find something better
than what we found here somewhere down the
road.

Write to us
Alison Muggier
Sports Editor 809·4481
Erika Forbero
Advertising Manager • 809·4478
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809·5878
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809·2998

The Murray State News welcomes commentanes and letters to the ed1tor. Letters should be 300 words or
less. Contributors should include phone numbers ror verification. Please include hometown, classification, title
or relationship to the University.. Commentaries should be lim1ted to 600 words. The Murray State News
reserves the rioht to ed1t for style.lenoth and c011tent. All contnbuiJons should be turned in Wednesday of each
week via e-maH or tnenews.orq.
The Murray Stirte Hews '5lrlvM to be the UniverSity commumtv's source for mformat10o. Our qoai JS to prmnt that lnfor·
mation ma lair and unbiased manner and provtde 1 free and open lorum for f iPftsWn and deb&e.
The Murray State Ne~ IS a desJQnaleO pubtlc forum Stlldenl editors have authorityto ma~e all content declslons ~rltflout
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Agroup of Murray State News staff members gives its piece on a
different topic each week. This week's topic:

Zani .___....

__.ncur~

Summertime

--------

Aaron
Weare
Staff
writer

Devon
Bethune

--·-

Don't let your light wallet
change your travel plans

Marla
Moore
photographe

Ever since I was a little girl the end of the
school year meant I
got a whole three
months away from
dry, boring lectures,
rules and stuffy classrooms.
It also meant it was
time
for our annual
"The Bahamas. I had my ftrst 1
"My friends and I went on a
family road trip to
"Seattle. My family and I
"One summer I went to Sou th
up-close encounter with a
some painfully-classic
camping trip last summer.
were there for two weeks. We
Carolina, Florida and New
shark while scuba
American
vacation
I can't really say why, but lets just
drove down to Oregon then
York and just traveled the
L - - - - - - - - - 1 destination
like
the
diving,
got
a
serious
tan
and
say it was memorable."
spent a day touring different
whole summer. It was the
Grand Canyon or DisAlaina
made
some
new
international
beaches."
greatest summer to date."
ney World.
Zanin
friends.''
As a student, I defiWhat are your summer plans?
nitely try to be more thrifty with how I
spend my money to get the most out or
"I'm volunteering with a
my trips.
"I'm going with my boyfriend
"Bone up early on
christian ministry in the
With studying abroad last summer and
to
Europe
for
a
month:
Eng"I plan not to plan and not
my law school reading.''
National Parks in
through
various spring break and weekland,
Scotland,
Ireland,
France,
remember half of it."
Yellowstone.''
Greece, Italy and fmally Spain. end trips, I've come up with a simple list
of little things any traveler can do this
I can't wait.''
summer to stretch that ever thinning dollar.
What is your favorite part of summer?
•Share the driving. share the wealth
Lets face it, most of the places we are
"The beginning, because you
"Defmitely traveling and
going
are drivable, but don't let the hor"Running old man softball leagues
"The beginning."
have the rest of the summer to rendous gas prices deter you from travelcampfires.''
because I get to embarrass
look forward to. "
ing this summer. If you get a group of
the old gezzers."
friends together and split the cost you'll
not only have more money to spend when
you get there, you'll have people to do
stuff with.
•Brown bag it baby
No you're probably not going to be able
to pack a whole weeks worth of food in
the car to take with you. But, if you can
pack a lunch and healthy snacks, you'll
not only be saving yourself from jacked
up gas station prices. but the jacked up
calories. Bring a water bottle too. You can
refill it for free instead of spending $1.50
every time you need your thirst
quenched. Plus, that means less soda,
which translates to less butt jiggling once
you actuall~ get .to your destination and
put your swliDSu~t on.
~ •llnjoy the great outdoors
Camping is not only a cheap alternative
to staying in hotels, it also adds a little
adventure to your trip. Research campgrounds on the way to your destination to
scope out the one with the most amenities. Showers are usually helpful and necessary, especially if you are going to be in
the car for hours on end. No one likes a
·
stinky fellow traveler.
•Map ~est= dlrectiooally challenged
Always. always, always bring a map
along with your internet directions.
While Web sites are convenient, they
sometimes don't know about traffic or
construction and can be wrong. Invest in
yuan ($12.9 billion) would
Secondly,
the
2008
ray State. The action of the
Olympics bring Chinese
services. gas, food and shel- a good atlas. It will save you time and
money.
Olympics· will be a red
be spent on building subBoard has taken "Kentuckculture to the forefront
ter for their families.
pageant. Red is another traways, light rails to form a
y's Public Ivy University"
These faculty and staff •Public transportation is your best friend
If you are travelling to a big city, park
high-speed transports netditionally cherished color
and made it "Kentucky's
The Games of the 29th
members often go above
for the whole country. We
Roll Back University."
work; 45 billion yuan ( $6.4
Olympiad will be hosted by
and beyond, giving freely of in the suburbs for free and take public
transportation into the city. Once in the
adore red. On big occabillon) put to use for enviWe concur with many of
Beijing August 8 - 24.
their time and resources to i
city
use the subway or bus system instead
sions, we like to decorate
ronmental improvement to
Bidding for the Olympic
the Board members that we
help ensure that students
of cabs. Many cities offer metro passes
make the sky bluer, the land
Games is, in a way, an
our homes in red.
regret the need for tuition
succeed and graduate.
and weekend deals which offer unlimited
It is the color of double
greener and the river more
increases to help subsidize
image-creating undertakI truly wish that each
rides. Public transportation will cut down
happiness,
representing
limpid. This will hopefully
the budget. However. these
appointed board member
ing. People fall in love with
on the headaches of maneuvering high
joyous moments, auspimake Beijing achieved. We
tuition increases are necesthe city at first sight,
could walk a day in the traffic areas. Try to bring a buddy for
ciousness, enthusiasm and
because they are attracted
sary because our legislators
have no reason not to
shoes of one of our staff. safety reasons and maximum fun having.
prosperity. Red is one of
by its unique image.
and governor have targeted
believe that it will be a
faculty or administrators to •Be free
the most suitable colors to
unique Olympics in Beijing.
But what image docs Beiunderstand the challenges
higher education as one
Many museums and other attractions
describe the future of BeiNew
Beijing, Great
jing inte nd to create for
area to cut significantly in
of maintaining and improv- 1 have certain days where they offer fre~ or
jing. Beijing, together with
Olympics, will be weaved
itself with the opportunity
the Commonwealth's buding the quality and richness discounted rates. For more outdoorsy
the whole country, is
of these three superb colto host the 2008 Olympics?
get.
of experiences offered to trips, swimming. hiking and relaxing on
becoming more and more
ors: yellow, red and green.
Murray State has consisThe Beijing Municipal
our growing student popu- the beach with a good book are all free of
prosperous in the process
tently provided one of the
lation, in spite of profound charge. Don't feel like you have to spend
Government has already set
of modernization.
Shirong Mou
highest quality and affordcuts to funding.
the theme for the future
money to have fun. Take advantage of the
Professor in Modem
Furthermore, the 2008
games: New Beijing, Great
able educational opportuniThe sacrifices, which free stuff. Also, ask about student and
Olympics will be a green
Language Department
ties in the United States
Olympics. For me, the 2008
must be made to meet bud- AAA discounts because many places
Olympics.
Olympics will be a great
because of the commitment
get cuts, will severely com- don't give your one unless you ask
Green Olympics is one of
Staff Congress supports·
green Olympics illuminated
of the Board of Regents and
promise our status as "Ken- •Locales always know more than you
the Three Themes of Beihigher tuition increases
with two more special colthe administration to adetucky's Public Ivy UniversiDon't be afraid to ask locales where the
jing 2008 Olympic Games.
ty" and as one of the best best restaurants or hangouts are. You
ors: yellow and red.
quately fund the budget.
Adding the green ingrediI am writing this letter on
Yellow is a meaningful
values in the nation.
Some members of the
may fmd something you would have othent is essential in creating
behalf of the Executive
color. The Yellow River is
Board of Regents feel that a
If any staff member or . erwise overlooked.
an appealing image, as we
Committee and members of
tuition increase puts all the
China's mother river and
faculty member would like • Plan ahead, r oll with the unexpected
can't deny the fact that Beithe Murray State Universiweight of revenue funding
the cradle of Chinese civito find out more about our
On vacations the unexpected costs are
jing, at the moment, is not
ty Staff Congress.
lization. We are of the yelof the budget on the stubudget situation or voice usually the most costly. With a little extra
as green as what we like it
Murray State's Board of
dents' backs. However, the
low race and descendants
their concerns, please planning you won't have to pay for a
to be. Striving for an enviRegents, by their decision
Faculty and Staff bear just
attend our joint Staff and more expensive hotel because others are
of the Yellow Emperor.
ronmentally-appealing city
as much load when, over
at their meeting on April
This color has a special oriFaculty Forum with Uni- booked up or pay extra for scuba diving
several years., they do not
lith to raise tuition only 6
bas become a task for all
gin and great significance
versity President Randy lessons because you picked the most
the citizens of Beijing. Big
percent, has seriously cripreceive adequate pay raises
for the Chinese people. BeiDunn at 1:30 p.m. today in expensive instructor.
efforts have been made in
jing is the capital of China
pled the efforts of faculty,
to offset cost of living
Wrather Museum.
Try these tips, be open to change and
pollution control, replantiyou'll be on your way to having the best
staff and administrators to
increases.
and has been for nine
ng and beautifying the city.
summer vacation you've ever had.
Faculty and staff must
provide an accredited and
Terry Burgess
dynasties. So, yellow will
According to Beijing's
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
quality education to the
also pay increasing costs
naturally add splendor to
Murray State
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
announced plan, 90 billion
for health insurance and
students who attend MurStaff Congress President
the 2008 Games.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style. length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Group supports Q bama
Ashley Ed wards
Editor in Chief
The Kentucky primary may be weeks away but

~· one presidential candidate is already campaign-

the organization's goals.
"During this primary season, if you look back
across the numbers in every single state in which
a primary has occurred, voter registration has
surged," Turner said. "People are really passionate about this, and really adamant."
Turner said he thinks the surge in registered
voters is a result of Obama's initial followers.
"l think the Clinton's have had their base for a
long time, and so if you look at where Obama has
been strong, it has been among new voters and
among disenchanted Republican voters that have
switched back over," Turner said. "So our hope is
obviously to tip the scale in Obama's favor by
registering new voters because he's obviously
favored among them.''
Turner said the Obama group has been working with school officials to arrange a program
where students can earn college credit by assisting with the campaign.
"There are some people who have put in some
incredible time door knocking for us and stuff so
we obviously want them to be rewarded,~ Turn- ·
cr said. "So we've been talking to school about
making this a one hour i.nternship."

ing, on campus.
Representatives from the Barack Obama campaign have been raising awareness on campus
since November.
Jordan Turner, junior from Denver, Colo., and
president of Murray State Students for Barack
Obama, said he was inspired to get involved in
the Obama campaign after hearing Obama speak
Associated Press
at the Democratic National Convention in 2004.
"I just rooked at the guy and was like, 'This is
the kind of greatness that skips generations,"'
Officials violated state law by not conducting a national search for the state's , Turner said.
After that, Turner did further research on the
higher education chief, and Kentucky
candidate and read both of Obama's books and
should start pursuing a new permanent
biography.
replacement, Attorney General Jack ConIn November he created a Facebook group for
way said.
his
organization, Murray State Students for
The search that lead the state's Council
Barack Obama. He used the group to upload
on Postsecondary Education to hire interinformation on the campaign, inform students of
im President Brad Cowgill for the full
officer
positions available and brief students on
time post was not proper, Conway said as
part of a nonbinding legal opinion
released Thursday.
"The council violated the statute in vot- 1
ing to hire Mr. Cowgill as the permanent
,president," Conway said at an afternoon
press conference.
Gov. Steve Bcshear raised the issue
mance, McGaughey said a graduatClayton Vertrees
after the council announced it had named
ing senior asked the duo to enterStaff writer
Cowgill as its president. He argued that
tain at the Fulton, Ky .• Banana Festhe council ignored legal requirements to
tival.
Like many comedic duos. Robert
fmd a higher education chief with an
"The girl in charge said, 'I would
McGaughey Ill and Robert Valenestablished reputation and experience in
like to hire you to work the dinner
tine share a stran!-(e, yet splendid
postsecondary education.
for the Banana Princess Festival,"'
history.
Conway said the panel was "duty
McGaughey said. "'And she said
After 30 years of comedy under
bound at a minimum to conduct a nation'You and Valentine do your act.' I
the name "The Communicators,"
al search to search for someone that has
said 'Well, we don't have an act,'
McGaughey and Valentine not only
the qualifications that are actually spelled
and she said 'Well, I'll give you
maintain a mutual respect for one
out in the statute."
$500.' I said 'how long do you want
another, but remember coinciCowgill was former Gov. Ernie
this act?' So, Bob and I sat down, he
dences that provide their similar
Fletcher's budget director and was
had some material, ' I had some
mentalities.
appointed interim president in Septemmaterial, and we wrote out about
McGaughey and Valentine, both
ber. He is scheduled to take the permafive skits, and started working."
faculty members of the department
nent post May I.
As "The Communicators" conjournalism and mass communicaJohn Turner, the education panel's
tinued touring, Valentine said the
tions, remember their first perforchairman, issued a written statement sayrespect felt between he and
mance in January 1978.
ing he wanted to involve Beshear in
McGaughey developed.
"That was the year of the big
resolving the matter.
"McGaughey is a very learned
snow, big enough that we didn't
"I want to explore with the governor
man who thinks everything has to
have classes for three days right at
and my colleagues on the council a way to
be funny," Valentine said. "Comethe very first of the semester.''
do so promptly and with appropriate
dy
is a very dangerous tool. it's like
McGaughey
said.
"There
was
a
foot
respect for the independence of the coundynamite - it shouldn't be handled
and a half of snow that had fallen
cil and our postsecondary institutions,"
by amateurs. Most people are
within · an hour-and-a-half. I had
Turner said in the statement.
afraid they'll appear foolish, but
never seen anything like it.''
The Council is the state's coordinating
what we worry about is the audiTo entertain students trapped in
agency for Kentucky's public universities
ence's reaction."
their rooms by 1he heavy snow,
and community and technical colleges.
The 'tWo find ways to entertain
McGaughey and Valentine per''The law is now clear, hopefully, in the
their audiences and they said they
formed routines from comedians'
minds of the council,~ Beshear said. ''I am
have never had a bad show. As a
like Abbot and Costello..
calling upon them - actually l am
duo, The Communicat?rs perform
Following their first paid pcrfordemanding - that .they follow the law."

I

Provost Gary Brockway said in order for a
course to be approved for academic credit it
would have to be proposed to the dean of the
program the internship would count for.
"We don't just approve internship because
someone does something and wants credit for
it," Brockway said.
Brockway said for an internship to count for
credit, a student typically has to perform at least
300 hours of work.
"When students do an internship it is much
more expensive work experience," Brockway
said. "There has to be a job description of what
has to be done and then there has to be an evaluation by the supervisor at the end as to how that
person did."
Students seeking involvement with Murray
State Students for Barack Obama can join the
Facebook group with the same name.
Students can also get involved in Obama's
community organizing by going to barackobama.com and registering for the Barack Obama
Organizing Fellowship program.
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleyb.cdwards@murraystate.cdu.

Duo Teaches 30 years

1

2

0

0

8

photo courtt>~y of Bob Valt•nllne

Robert McGauQheY and Bob Valentine pose toQether.
for workshops involving advertising, communication, and public
relations and comedy shows, on
which the pair call "miscommunications."
At the end of all performances,
McGaughey said he and Valentine
end by giving the audience tips to
become better communicators at
home and work. No matter the situation, Valentine and McGaughey
said they tell the audience to take

time to listen to others and never
lose their sense of humor.
"When we tell the audience the
two ways to be better communicators, I hold up three fmgers, and
Valentine will say 'that's two.' and I
will hold up two," McGaughey said.
"Not only is that the sign of victory
from World War II, but of course, a
Roman ordering five beers."
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystate.cdu.

Over 80 artists will line our streets.
Nationally-known musicians will entertain the
crowd. Come and join the fun at the

Lowertown Art & Music Festival.

Music Line Up
Friday S/13
6:00 8:00 PM Lew Jetton & 61 South
8:00 - I 0:00 PM One Leg Up

Saturday 5/14

MAY 23 25 2008
Memorial Day Weekend
Corner of 7th & Madison

paducaharts.com

2:00
4:00
6:00
8:00

-

4:00 PM One Leg Up
6:00 PM The lvas John Band
8:00 PM Maryann Brandon & Fred James
I 0:00 PM Roc kin Dopsie, Jr. and
the Zydeco Twisters

Sunday S/15
Noon - 2:00 PM Robinella
2:00 - :4:00 PM iList's DJ Urban KOBBB's
Band Brawl

FREETOTHE PUBLIC!
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American students encourage international roommates
Halley Kercheval
Staff writer
For some people, the prospect of moving to
another country to live with complete
strangers and $ludy at a fon.•ign institution is
unnerving at best. Murray State is a temporary
ho.me to hundreds of international students
every year, but only a small percentage of Murray State students choose to room with an
International student every semester. Those
who do usually receive a great cultural lesson
and sometimes a great friend out of the experience.
Brett Taylor, sophomore from Dresden,
Tenn., met her international roommate Elsa
Chan, graduate student from l'aipei, Taiwan,
through a mutual friend .
"We were introduced by a friend of ours, and
spoke a couple of times after that," Taylor said.
"Come to lind out, we were both looking for a

roommate for the following year, so we decided it would be fun to room together."
Taylor said she knew a little about Taiwanese culture before rooming with Chan, but
learned more through her intercultural communication class. Chan, an organizational communication student as well, actually spoke to
the class on one occasion, she said.
"The emphasis on having an international
roommate is to learn to get along with someone of a different background," Chan said.
''The great thing about having an international
student for a roommate is that you focus more
on discovering their personality and then their
culture."
Taylor and Chan botfl agree that rooming
with someone from a different culture is a
great learning experience for American students as welL
"I think American students learn more about
their own culture by having an international

roommate," Chan said. "You may take everyday things for granted until you have to explain
them to an international student."
Bill McKibben, international student adviser,
said Murray State's Institute for International
Studies has always wanted to pair international students with American students.
"The problem lies in the fact that there are
not as many American students requesting
international roommates as there are international students requesting American roommates," he said.
McKibben said the international studies
department is considering having American
and international students who have roomed
together speak at summer orientations and
other school functions, McKibben said.
"By sharing their experiences they can help
spread the word to other students to consider
rooming with an international student," he
said. "Most people we talk to have good expe-

riences, and make new friends from other
countries."
Brett Taylor said American students have a
responsibility to make friends with international students.
"They paid all this money to come here and
get a taste of American culture," she said. "Just
be open-minded and ask a lot of questions.
How else are you going to learn how to use
chopsticks at 4 a.m.?"
Chan said she enjoys seeing people grow and
change as they learn about other cultures.
"(American students) didn't have to buy the
ticket and go around the world," she said.
"Mine and Brett's personalities definitely rub
off on each other."
Any students interested in having an international roommate, may contact the Institute
for International Studies at 809-4152.
Hailey Kercheval can be reached at
hailey.kercheval@murraystatc.cdu.

Across campus
Sorority receives honors

Ehrhardt's pretrial scheduled

Council visits University

College achieves certificate

The Alpha Chi chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority was named,. the 2008 national Chapter
of the Year.
·
The award is presented to one collegiate
chapter exemplifying high performance in all
areas of chapter accreditation. There are over
100 collegiate chapters of Sigma Sigma Sigma.

A pretrial conference was set for May 13 Tuesday at an initial hearing for Jeff Ehrhardt.
The trial was a result of Ehrhardt's charge of
second-degree robbery from the April 9 incident
in which Ehrhardt bumped into a Racer Patrol
officer and took his ticket-book in the intramural
parking lot according to a police report.
After the initial incident Ehrhardt turned himself into Public Safety and returned the ticketbook. Ehrhardt described the incident as a prank.
The charge is a Class C felony and carries
potential penalties of up t() a 10-year imprisonment and fines up to $10,000.
Ehrhardt's attorney Gary Haverstock said he
hopes evidence of Ehrhardt's character will get
the charges dropped to a misdemeanor.

Members of the Council for Postsecondary
Education visited Murray State's campus last
week to analyze and review African American recruitment strategies, Deputy to the
President Becky Watts said.
Six CPE members and two council staff
members met with University President
Randy Dunn and focus groups consisting of
students, fa~ulty. staff and community leaders.
The group visited all Kentucky universities and community colleges. The review
was part of the Kentucky Plan for Equal
Opportunity and the Partner Agreement
with the US Department of Education office
for Civil Rights.

Gerry Nkombo Muuka, associate dean of the
college of business and public affairs received a
certificate for accreditation Aprill3 for the college by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business, according to a news
release.
The standards for accreditation require institutions to a peer review every five years.
The peer-review team advised the University
to focus on developing a strategic plan to
increase faculty contributions to journals.
Murray State was first accredited by the
AACSB in 1976.
Said Muuka: "This prestigious accreditation is
considered to be the gold standard and hallmark
of management education worldwide."

Playhou~e

holds audition

Murray's Playhouse in the Park \viii hold
auditions for its next production, "The Miss
Firecracker Contest" by Beth Henley.
Auditions will be from 6 to 9 p.m. May 5 and
6 at the Playhouse.
The production will run for three weekends
from June 27 to July 13.

Meon Beach

.........

THURSDAY, MAY 8TH
BORDERTOWN
• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses
& Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Most Insurance
Accepted (Including:
Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Medicare,
Medicaid, Spectera.
Dr. Douglas w. Payne VSP. Avesis)

THURSDAY, MAY 15TH
WALDO WEATHERS
AND THE Mix

THURSDAY, MAY 22ND
MURR VEGAS ALLSTARS
SATURDAY, MAY 24TH
SPECIAL SATURDAY NIGHT SHOW

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND CELEBRATION

EYES&EYEWEAR

CRAIG RUSSELL BAND WITH
SHADY GROVE

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

THURSDAY, MAY 29TH
ROADSIDE MAYHEM

(270) 753-5507
D,ITQR
kate spade

•morning standard special- $3
8 am.- noon
•cyberdome morning special • $5
8 am.- noon
•weekend special - $2.50 & $4.50
friday 5-1 0 p.m. & saturday 2-10 p.m.
•magic tan $15
per session

lleni:llly

••u••••• •••II••••

•standard month unlimited - $33
•standard and cyberdome - $46

.........................

•single session- $5
•5 sessions - $20
• I0 sessions - $35

no bank drafts &
no member fees!
I 0% discount w/MSU ID
•all packages
•all lotions

20% off our Swimwear

R A L P H

Serengeti
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Tommy Bahama
RALPH LAUREN

Hours:

Mon.-Sat.

8 a .m. -I 0 p.m.

·'Quality Eyecare for the Entire FanJi/y. ·'

I'
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Robin Phelps
News Editor
Warm weather. chirping birds. blossoming flowers, gleeful
coeds, picnics in the Quad and one prophesying minister.
All the telltale signs of spring, except for one not as
well-received as the others.
Monday through Thursday Rick Bradley, also known as
Bro. Rick, exercised his rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution's First Amendment.
Bro. Rick preached to passersby as he stood between
the Curris Center and Carr Health Building.
"It's interesting because it's so stressful right now with
finals week," Caleb Campbell. sophomore from Gideon. Mo.,
said. "It's making more people angry than giving them a revelation."
Shouting Bible verses and condemning students to the underworld, Bro. Rick continued his campus ministry. which he said he
began in 1985.
[n November 2007. the Board of Regents approved establishment of an on-campus free speech zone for individuals to voice their
opinions. This policy on free speech was revisited after evangelist
James Gilles. better known as Bro. Jim, made frequent visits to the
University and requested a policy allowing people without sponsor-

ship to speak on campus.
Jim Baurer, director of the Curris Center, said he met with Bro. Rick
to register him to use the free speech area earlier this week.
"We set up a free speech zone for individuals to express their opinion."
Baurer said. ''Anyone can register to use that space."
From morning to midday, Bro. Rick preached and verbalized his views
about faith, God and the Bible.
''I'm a preacher of the Gospel of Jesus Christ," Bro. Rick said. "I teach
repentance of sin and faith in Christ as the only way to true biblical salvation and the only way to get to heaven."
Attracting a large crowd throughout the day, few said they felt compelled to follow Bro. Rick.
"When I first saw him. I was mad," Dean Abner, freshman from Centertown, Ky., said. "I thought, I can't believe be would say some of the
things that he did. Maybe he's trying to rile people up to get them to
think about what they really believe. I'm glad he's trying to minister, but I
don't think he's going about it the right way. He said some really mean ...
and hurtful things to people."
Ranging from accusing students of being fornicators, drug addicts and
sinners to calling all college students alcoholics doomed to hell, Bro. Rick
had a comment for just about everyone who crossed his path.
"He has a right to be here and say whatever he wants," Mecha Coon.
sophomore from Kalamazoo, Mich., said. "He's just calling people out."
Robin Phelps can be reached at robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

Check out thenews.org
for a video of Bro. Rick
preaching to the masses and interviews with
students who listened.

Photos by Alison Mugler/The News

Bro. Jimministers to the congreQated mass of Murray State students Tuesday afternoon.

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
Our buyback program pays more $$$ than ever!
You can net up to 71 percent of your money back.
We will buy books you bought from ANYWHERE!
Come by and check it out ...
9 a. m. - 6 p. m. ·
Monday - Friday during finals week
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Junior infielder
Cory Hodsklns
slides into base
In Wednesday's
oame against
Southern Illinois
University. The
SaluJds swept
the
season
series with a14-n
victory over the

. . . . . . .f" --~--·

'Breds.

[Iaine Kight/Thf' New.~

Thoroughbreds fall short, hitters duel
'

iSalukis sweep
:horne series
twith 14-11 win
!over 'Breds
I

Kyle Rogers
I Staff writer
Despite getting a season-high 21
the Murray State Thorough' breds fell to Southern Illinois University 14-11 at Johnny Reagan Field
Wednesday afternoon.
The 'Breds were led by junior
infielders Cosy Hodsklns and Tyler
Owen, who went 4-4 from the plate
respectively.

1 hits,

The 'Breds hung tight with the visweekend and helps us against Teniting Salukis for most of the game.
nessee Tech."
After the second inning, the score
In the two games against the
was tied at.six apiece. Murray State
Salukis, Hodskins went 8-8. Other
then took the lead in the third and
than against .')IU, Hodskins has gone
11-71.
fourth innings, scoring one run in
each. Both teams scored two runs in
"I got kind of a break last time we
the sixth inning and the 'Breds had a
faced them (Southern Illinoit,"
10-8 advantage going into the eighth.
Hodskins said. "Coach sat me fo . 11
The eighth proved to be deadly for
while and I was working on \
the 'Breds. The Salukis batted for six
swing. This time (against SIU) was
runs and the ' Breds could only
almost the same thing; I sat for a
muster one of their own. Neither
couple weeks to work on my swing.
I'm seeing the ball and hitting it well
team scored in the ninth and Southem Illinois won by three.
now."
Not to be outdone, sophomore
Owen, who started the season
slow, has gone-8-10 with 3 RBis in
infielder Kyle Tiernan and senior
the last two games, and bas had 11
Matt Scheer added three base hits
respectively. Tiernan's four RBis
hits in the last three games. He
improved his batting average to .300.
was 'll career high for the 'Brcds
"It feels good," Owen said. "I feel ~hur41jfop.
comfortable at the plate. It helps tha~~ Tbf. weekend Murray State will
those little bleeders are falling for
travel to Cookeville, Tenn., to battle
Tennessee Tech in a three-game
me now. Hopefully it goes into this

series.
Tennessee Tech is 29-15-1 on the
season and 9-9 in the OVC.
"'We've hit kind of a skid this
week, losing to Evansville and SIU,"
Owen said. "J feel like we played
both of those teams real well especially today where we had 21 hits.
'!bat's great for an offense going into
a weekend a!ld that builds great
momentum offensively going against
Tennessee Tech this weekend."
Even though classes are wrapping
up, the 'Breds baseball team will stay
on campus and compete through the
summer.
Murray State will host University
of Tennessee at Martin May 10 and
11. The 'Breds last home game will be
May l3 against Arkansas State. The
O.VG tournament is set to start May
21 at Brooks Stadium in Paducah, Ky.
"I think we're playing a lot better
the last two series in the OVC," Hod-

skins said. "We're hitting the ball a
lot better and our starting pitching
has always been there. I think we'll
get this thing turn around."
Murray State will face off with the
University of Kentucky at Brooks
Stadium May 12.
"Battle at llrooks" was scheduled
but rained out last year. The first
pitch is set for 6 p.m. and tickets are
on sale at goraccrs.com.
The Thoroughbreds currently sit
7-10 good for eighth place in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
To make it into the OVC tournament. the 'Breds will have to make
their way into the top six.
Murray State last won the OVC
championship in 2003 and has 12
OVC chanj!JfJt~ its 84 seasons.
{~i81
.·
Kyle IRo ~ can be reached at
kyle.rogers@murraystate. edu.

Yamamuro strong force in javelin
Aaron W eare
Staff writer

Kristen Mlller/1he News

: Senior thrower EmI Yamamuro prepares to toss the javelin Inpractice.

After a year of watching
from the sidelines, sen ior
javelin thrower Emi Yamamuro has changed the way
the Murray State track and
field team will look at javelin
thrower~ for years to come.
Before coming to Murray
State, Yamamuro threw for
her hometown university in
Toyama. Japan. While at
Toyama University, Yamamuro set a school record,
offering a precursor of how
she would perform for the
Racers after her transfer to
Murray State.
Yamamuro
originally
attended Murray State as an
exchange student. but this
season she returned as a fulltime student and was able to
compete for the Racers.
"She was a good thrower in
Japan," Head Coach Dercck
Chavi~ said. "It was great that
she came back to Murray
State as a full-time student.
She's a very hard worker:
she's very skilled throwing
the javelin. I'm just really
happy she's a part of the
team."
Yamamuro began her

record-setting season as the
Racers headed outside for
their first outdoor meet at the
Bulldog Invitational, hosted
by Mississippi State on March
29.
By the end of the day,
Yamamuro's stamp was on
the Murray State record
books.
With her 150-foot throw,
Yamamuro not only won the
event and set a school record,
she also qualified for the
NCAA Regional tournament.
Her record-setting throw
shattered the previous school
,ecord of 141'4", set by Kylce
Lyon in 1999. Her efforts also
earned her her first Ohio Valley Conference Field Athlete
of the Week Award.
Yamamuro and the Racers
traveled to Cape Girardeau,
Mo.. to compete in the
SEMOtion Invitational, April
4-S.
When the event concluded
that Saturday, Yamamuro had
again shattered the Murray
State school record. this time
with a l58'll" throw. The
throw earned her the event
win, qualified her for the
NCAA Regional again and
was the best-recorded throw
of the entire OVC outdoor

season.
Yamamuro's throw earned
her a second consecutive
OVC Field Athlete of the
Week award.
The only way Yamamuro
could top her previous two
weeks of competition was to
do what she did at the Aprill2
Ole Miss Invitational. For the
third straight week, Yamamuro had an NCAA Regional
qualifying and event-winning
throw. T his time the throw
measured 151'2". Her throw
also set the Ole Miss track
record.
After the Ole Miss meet,
Yamamuro set another Murray State track and field
record, this time with her
third consecutive OVC Field
Athlete of the Week Award.
No other Murray State track
and field athlete has ever
earned the award in three
consecutive weeks.
"I am very lucky to compete in America and I was
surprised to win the meet
(three) times," Yamamuro
said. "I had a little dream that
was to leave my name in
America as a Murray State
javelin record holder. Many
people remember my name in
(Japan). I already passed that

goal. But I would like to continue to make history at Murray State."
In the Racers' next event,
Yamamuro again qualified for
the NCAA Regional with a
143'1" throw. Her throw garnered her a fifth-place finish
in the Louisiana State Alumni
Gold Meet. Yamamuro said a
challenge for her bas been the
team clement, which has benefited both her :md her teammates.
"In Japan, I used to practice
alone because I didn't have a
throwing coach." Yamamuro
said. "Now, I have javelin
teammates. I am very happy
to practice with them and
help them, and give them
advice."
Yamamuro said that her
passion for her event is the
biggest part of her success.
"I just try to focus on enjoying those meets," Yamamuro
said. "I believe that when I
enjoy them, I can use good
technique. I alwa}'S compete
to enjoy the meet. I don't
think about winning the meet.
I just like to compete in the
meet and I love the javelin."
Aaron Weare can be
reached at aaron. weare
@murraystate.edu.
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jThe Sports Line...
Fri.: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Sat.: Fox @ 6 p.m.

Fri.: Women's Track @ TBA

Fri. May 9: Rowing @ TBA

NBA Playoffs
Celtics @ Hawks

MLB
Mets @ Diamondbacks

Cape Girardeau, Mo.
OVC Championships

Philadelphia, Pa.
Dad Vail Regatta

Sat.: ESPN2 @ 5 p.m.
NCAA Championships
Men's Volleyball

Sun.: ESPN @ 7:05 p.m.

Sat.: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

Sat. May 10: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

MLB
Cubs @ Cardinals

Cookeville, Tenn.
Murray State vs. Tenn. Tech

Murray, Ky.
Murray State vs. UT-Martin
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Row, row, row
your boat
admirably out
of Murray
With the fmal publication of the Murray
State News for the 2007-08 academic year,
my original plan for the sports column was
to discuss highlights from some of the top
games from sports teams this season.
Unfortunately, plans have digressed due
to · . the recent
decision of the
athletic department to discontinue the women's rowing team.
Throughout
the past week or
so, a lot of the
ews staff have
been discussing
the bits and
pieces of gossip
we have heard
reg-arding
this
Alison
to~c.
Mugler
~ch of this
information was
Sports Editor
heard through the
grapevine, and therefore was not taken
very seriously. I, for one. did not think the
plans would actually go through.
I am sure this decision came as a shock
to most of campus, as many of you might
be hearing about it for the first time in this
column.
$imply worded, the athletic department
has made this decision to cut women's due
to . the "pending cost-containment activitie;>." along with the ensurance of a continued. progress toward Title 9 compliance
regulations.
Although I understand that the athletic
department has its job to do, it is unfortunate, especially as a female athlete, to hear
news of a women's team being 'discontinued.' Nevertheless, I do somewhat understand both sides of the.! story and intend to
tell you why.
I think the athletic department was
faced with a tough decision this week; and
although I do not know if they had any
other choice than to cut women's rowing, I
do know the effect it has had on people has
done nothing but cultivate since 2 p.m. on
Tuesday.
I know a lot of the statements the
departmt•nt has m.1de seem to :tdd up on
pap~r; and although it greatly pains me to
say it, they could be right. There arc, in
. fact. more male than female athlete~ on
campus, so the efforts to proportion the
two, sexes make perfect sense.
Adding softball and equestrian to the
sports !inc-ur is understandable. The
Equestrian Club has been around for years
at a school who's mascot is in fact a horse,
while in a state that annually hosts the
Kentucky Derby.
What I do not understand is the support
behind the explaination that this cut will
"provide greater opportunities for female
participation." when the simple act of cutting this team deprives 19 women of a colle~iate athletic career, five of which would
have been heading into their senior season.
1 do not think that the athletic department specifically sat down and said, "I
propose to cut the women's rowing team
because we do not like the athletes and
they do not deserve to be a funded sport at
this school." It seems the decision they
made was a necessity.
What concerns me is the response I
ha\:e seen from many of the female and
mall.! rowers. I know a few rowers at a personal level, and know that many of them
arc. extremely admirable women that
deserved every penny they have earned.
The whole situation just plain sucks. I
am torn bccaust: I know both the athletic
department and the women's rowing team
have done great things for this school.
Either, way I have tried to put myself in
both pairs of shoes. You have to think
about where the school is coming from.
but at the same time it is hard not to ft•el
for the athletes that are getting their scholarship taken away; which in turn could
possibly take away their college education.
It is difficult to imagine what it would
feel like to be in the shoes of the women's
rowers, and although I cannot emphathize
I can sympathize.
Regardless of which side I will settle on,
it is important for those that arc the most
affected to handle this tough situation with
the highest level of maturity they can possibly squeeze out.

Alison Mugler can be reached at
alison.muxler@murraystate.edu.
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Photo
of Bn.1n Robertson •
I Garrett Moberly, senior from Gilbertsville, Ky., uses his water board to leap over agroup of rocks on Kentucky Lake. Moberly is anactive member of the water boardclub.
l
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Club sports teams offer students chance to compete in variety of sports =]

Aliso~ ?t!ugler
Sports Ed1tor
"'

•

water l•Oarding to tencing
I andFrom
racqu!!tball, there arc currently
10 club sports offered at Murray
State, and thl.! numbers continue to
grow.
Three of these tcams are making
noticeable increases in both talent
and student participation as they
finish their 2007-2008 season.

Field Hockey
For junior Rachel Just, field hockey is more than just a sport; it's a
community of women doing something they love.
''The women we h:tve on the
team this year are field hockey
players to the T," Rachel said.
"They want to play, not because
they are so worried about winning.
but because they want to piny the
game:·· •
The Murray State field hockey
dub was established in 2002 by
Emily Just, Rachel's older sister.
Emily said when she arrived at
Murray State and there was no field
hockey team. she was determined
to make a change .
"I had been playing field hockey
in high school for four years and got
down to Murray and there wasn't a
team," Emily said. "I knew I loved
the sport too much to quit playing
altogether, so I decided to start a
team at Murray State, recruit people and sec if it would catch on."
"Catching on" could be seen as an
understatement, us the field huckcy
team has seen a noticeable growth
in University popularity through-

out its .6-year lif~span.
.
Sabrsna Mat~1s, faculty adv1~er
fo.r the team, satd. she has seen a s_tgfi
n~ l~ant gro~th 1~
~nly the SJze
o t e team. ut t e an ase as well.
. "I can really sec an im~r~vement
10 the area, even though 1t tS not. as
popular of a sport as we would hke
to sec at this time," Mathis said. "It
seems like every time we play a
home game the crowds get bigger
because they ar~n·.t u.sed to ~eeing
the sport, and 1t 1s mterest10g to
watch."
The tea~ competed in two tournaments this season. one hosted by
Murray State and t~c o~hcr by
W~st:rn K~ntucky UmversJty.
Emily sa1d she could not be hap~icr with how the team is improv10~. .
.
. .
. .
Smcc my Slster lS mvolved 10 1t I
o~vio~sly care ab~ut it a lot," ~mii.Y
satd. But somethmg else I enJOY IS
t~c fact that we continue to get new
g1rls on th~ team that ar~ cxdted
about playmg and a:e skilled athletes. We keep playmg better and
be.tter teams too, w~h is. somethmg I would ~o~ hav~ tmagmed. I
really am glad tt ts gomg as well as
it is."

nt

Water Boarding
The members of the Murray State
water boarding team see their time
spent on the water as a way of life.
For senior Brian Robertson, he
could not sec his everyday life
without a body of water surround·
inghim.
"I've been on the lake since I can
remember," Robertson said. "I think
what attracts people most about the

sport is the water, being on a boat
and just the overall lake atmos·
phere. Another big attraction is that
you don't have to be very skilled at
the sport to still have a lot of fun
with it"
Although the team usually competes in the fall, it competed in its
first official tournament Aprill8-20,
hosted by the Univ~sity of Tennessce Knoxville.
The Racers competed against
Clemson, the University of Kentucky and Virginia Tech University.
Senior Toby Hafer and sophomore
Wes Conn finished at No.'s 2 and 3
co~secutively out of 18 total competltors.
Currently, the Racers arc scheduling to compete in a tournament at
the University of Kentucky in fall
2008 and are hoping to add additional tournament~ throughout the
school year to raiSe awareness of
the club.
"We're getting a feel of a how a
tournament is run so we can have
some experience when we decide
to host our own tournament,"
Robertson said. "We're positioned
really well. We have spent the last
two semesters getting in motion for
the fall, so I think we'll be in a really good spot when school starts
again."
The team is scheduled to host a
wake boarding and skiing clinic for
the surrounding areas of Murray
that will take place June 12-14 at
Jonathan Creek, located off Kentucky Lake. The clinic will be open
to ages 7-16 and will teach the basic
. skills of the sport.

Racquetball
Although the well ness center racquetball courts are open to the pubLic. they also serve as the home
court to the Murray State racquetball club.
The team is finishing out its inaugural season as an official club
sport for the University, and is
looking to increase its membership
for the fall of 2008.

Photo courtesy of Sahnna Ma1h1s

Junior Carrie Lardner battles ac)ainst an opponent inIn a spring oame.

House Jor Ylent
1628 Jarmer
near campus and University ljarber shop
31jDYlM, 11jath, 1 Study
(will/ease to 1-3 students)

$525 per month wl deposit
new carpet and nice hard wood floors
Call '"tom Winchester for a showing

'131-642-'1231
(
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The men are led by Head Coach •
Jim Railey. alumnus. Railey has •
competed at the national and inter- ··.
national level since 1971.
•:
"I'm extremely pleased with how : •
(the club) is going so far," Railey :
said. "We have a lut of good players
that have come along pret!)' well I
really think since we have' the facilities for racquetball on campus, we •
have seen an increase in the num- •
ber of students playing, so hopefully us having that will help our club
out."
Junior Ryan Mimms said he is
confident once the club completes •
its first year as a club sport. the
membership and popularity of the
club will increase.
"The biggest problem we face is
kids come in and play that have no
formal instruction," Mimms said.
"Although it is not as popular as we
would like at the moment, now that
we have come close to finishing out
our first season, we're all going to
be playing a lot better game in the ,
future."
The--.Racers competed twice
throughout the school year at one
tournament in the fall and at one in
the spring.
'
The University of Louisville and '
a team of Murray State faculty
members competed against the
men ~Ill the wellness center courts
this spring.
In the fall, the men traveled to the
University of Louisville and com- •
peted against Ohio State Universi- •
ty, Indiana University, Purdue University, Indiana State University
and finished No.2 overall.
Mimms said the team has already
schl•duled three tournaments for
the next school year, with more
pending.
"It started off a ball of fire, but
has kind of died down," Mimms
said. "We're going to have some
more new people next year so we
can compete more often and have a
lot more fun.''
Alison Mugler can be reached at
<tlison.mugler@murraystate.edu.
••

Misty H.1yvTht> News

Rachel and Ryan Mimms, junior and senior. compete on courts at the wellness center. ,

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St. • (270) 759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer cycwear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contactS

MSU Employees

We accept your insurance
for your l'YC exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMEI'RIST

All sizes to fit your needs
Security Lights • Easy Access• low monthly rate

Office: 119 Main Street, 753-8359, if no answer
call759-9854 storage located on Dluguld
Drive by Froggy Radio Station
Discount for students during summer months!
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Former Racer signs with Packers
OVC alumnus', Harper
represented at NFL Draft

3b.

Use outdoors
as respite to
summer
work load

For many college students, "summer
vacation" is anything but a leisurely time
filled with endless days of recreational ·
fun. Many will go home and work to
replenish their bank accounts after a year •
me feel good," Harper said. "One of their
Matthew Middlebrooks
of college costs has taken its toll. Some
Contributing writer
scouts told me I had a great chance of will serve as an intern to gain much-need- ·
making the team. There arc going to be
ed experience in
·
about nine receivers in camp and they figAfter spending his college career weartheir field and
ing Murray State blue and gold. former
ure to keep six, so I like that situation.
improve
their
Racer football player Rod Harper is one
They run a West Coast-type offense simresumes, and some
step closer to sporting a new uniform - a
ilar to what we did nt Murray State, which
will stay in Murra)'
is best for me. When they called, I jumped
Green Bay packer outfit.
·
to take classes to
Although Harper, a 6-foot-1-inch wide
at the chance and told my agent that's
expedite the road to
where I wanted to go."
receiver, went untlrafted in Saturday's
graduation.
NFL draft. the former Murray State offenHarper was not the only former Ohlo
What happened
Valley, Conference player represented in
sive standout quickly signed a free agent
to the summer
contract with the Packers, according to a
the 2008 NFL draft.
vacations of our
press release :;cnt out Wednesday.
Tennessee
State
University's
childhood? Spend·
The draft had millions of football fans
Dominique Rodgers·Cromartie was
ing the long days
glued to the television to watch one of the
selected No. 16 overall by the Arizona
doing anything our
most anticipated events in professional
Cardinals.
imagination could
sports.
According to NFL Draft experts, Croconceive, and only
"I W:t!! excited when they gave me the
limited to as far as
martie could be the answer the Cardinals
news," Harper said. "I wasn't really aware
Steve
have been looking for to help them get we could pedal our
of what was hnppcning at first. As time
over their playoff woes. experts predict
bikes. Excuse me for
Miller
went on I became aware that I was
he will be a starter heading out of training
getting nostalgic, Outdoor columnist
becoming 01 p01rt of one greatest teams in
camp and be able to contribute immedibut it seems like the
the NfL."
seasons pass overachieving college stu·
ately on the Cardinals defense and special
Harper. who played wide receiver for
teams.
dents by with only glimpses from a classthe l{acers. finished his career with 128
Also representing the OVC in this
room or cubicle window.
catches for 1,653 yards and 20 touchyear's draft was Eastern Kentucky Uni- 1
Fortunately, with all the opportunities
downs. I lc ranks among Murray State's
versity's Antwaun Molden. who was 1 right here in Kentucky's backyard. we can
top 10 in receptions, touchdowns and • selected in the third round as the 79th , still salvage what may be the last time we
yards.
overall pick by the Houston Texans.
will have three months to ourselves. Of
After ending his historical Racer
Experts say Molden's performance at
course, when we are frantically thrust into •
career. Harper said he hopes what he
the NFL Combine was a key reason he
the clash that is the corporate world, that
learned on the grass of Roy Stewart Stadiwas drafted as high as he was.
internship we had at a reputable firm with •
um will help him land a spot on the offiAt the Combine Molden was the leader
an ampersand in its title will look nice on
cial Packer roster.
or
ncar
the
top.
in
almost
every
agility
our resume. But is this the best use of our
Paulllulladaynhe New'
"The}' called me in the seventh round
test performed.
time?
Rod Harper wards off a defender in a qame durinq the 2007 Racer football befMc the draft ended after they traded
Matthew Middlebrooks can be reached
Now. 1 am not saying disregard all you'r ·
season. Harper signed with the Green Bay Packers for the 2009 NFL season. their last pick to the Saints, so that made
at matthew.middlebrooks@murraystate.
responsibilities this summer. 1 know that
the purpose of, college is to groom us for
adulthood, but perhaps there is a healthy '
balance of work and play. It seems our
generation has grown up without a con- '
ception of spare time. Even for some of us,
our childhood summers were used to
obtain an experience to usc later down
the road. Whether it was being a team
player on the traveling baseball team. hav• ing the qualities of a leader pounded into
our minds at summer camp for two
months or learning the ropes of econom1 ics through our three neighborhood
lemonade stands, there was always a
sense that there was something we should
be doing. Left to ourselves, we fidget ana
grow paranoid.
There is no better time to turn to the
outdoors for rest and relaxation than summertime. Days spent cooling off at the ·
lake, weekends camping under the · stars
and hikes in the cool shade of the woods
are images of summer vacation in my
mind.
·
To get away, you do not have to flee to
the mountains or disappear on a ship in .
the ocean. T here arc many ways to
recharge your battery and connect with
the
natural world right in your backyard. ·
Photo courtesy of Rick Burres
Land between the Lakes is the perfect get·
The women's rowing team battles through the waters of Kentucky Lake during the sprino. The team will be discontinuedas a University sponsored sport startlno In fall 2008.
away for a day or weekend to experience
a cornucopia of activities.
Of course. there is-no better way to cool
off than a dip in the lake. Puttering around •
in a boat and taking in the scenery of the•'
cd down by first-year Gov. Steve
Kyle Rogers
will allow Murray State to achieve
we are choosing to replace it with
shoreline is sure to clear your mind of the
proportionality. At the same time,
Staff writer
sports that are more identifiable
Beshear and the school being up for
heaviest burdens. A strenuous hike .
dealing with the budget cuts are a
with the Murray State service
Title 9 re-evaluation, it was perfect
reminds you of that excitement you f~lt •
Women's equality was first offichallenge and athletics will share in
region."
timing. Ward said.
exploring
as kid. and the fatigue afte'r·•
Softball will begin competing at
cially recognized in 1920. Ever
the responsibility of addressing
"We (the University and athletic
wards
reminds
you that you are getting
since, words like gender equality
these financial setbacks."
administration) looked at this as an
the beginning of the 2009-10 season
older. Night flshing feels new and exciting ·
and Title 9 have been topics of care
University President Randy
and will be a part of the OVC. No
opportunity to fully evaluate the
as you rely on other senses and notice ·
decisions have been made as far as
and consideration.
Dunn said, in agreement with
sports Murray State sponsors,"
things such as the hoot of an owl or die
, Soon, Murray State University's
Ward's statement, the University
facilities, coaches or offices in Roy
Ward said. "It was important that
.smell of the air that you normally would
athletic department will be rc-cval·
has to maintain the same proporStewart Stadium.
we address the annual budget in a
miss under the bright sunshine.
tion for women's athletics.
uatcd on Title 9 to mah1 sure the
manner that docs not jeopardize the
''Programmatically, the sport of
Use this summer as an alibi for rest and .
school still complies with the rule.
ln the budget cuts. the athletic
softball just makes sense," Ward
opportunity for competitive sucrelaxation.
Spend some days barefoot and
In an effort to do so, the athletic
depart111ent had to make tht• decisaid. "Western Kentucky is a
cess across the board. Most imporreminiscing of the past summers. Many' '
sion to discontinue women's row·
department has madl· some
hotbed for softball and I expect we
tantly, the net affect of this decision
times I want to return to those more simwill increase participation opportuchanges.
ing as a varsity sport, Dunn said.
can be competitive in a relatively
ple times. Everything was much better
The Racer athletic department
Rowing will finish out the 2007·08
short period of time. Although
nities for females, provide greater
back then, or so I remember. The sun was
Equestrian is not sponsored at the
announced Tuesday the women's
se.1~oo.
scholarship funding for women's
warmer.
the water cooler, and the days
"Decisions like this arc never
confcrt.'nce level, it is classified as
sports at Murray State and embrace
Equestrian Club will be moved up
were
longer.
Summer vacation made nil •
to varsity status and softball will be
easy," Ward said. "The young ladies
an t•merging sport for women by
the particular interests of the West
my
activities
happier.
associated with the rowing pru&rram
added.
the NCAA and will certainly align
Kentucky region and the students
Murray State is the last school in
arc tirst class. They achieve in the
with the mission of the University
we serve."
classroom, and have represented
the Ohio Valley Conference to
and its renowned school of agricul·
According to a press release.
ture. Currently, the Equestrian Club
sponsor softball.
Murray S1at1.: well. I regret that this
rowing scholarships will be hon·
"It is vitally important that we
decision will affect them directly,
team has over SO participants, while
ored through the next school year
continue progressing toward probut I firmly bclic\'e it better serves
the active roster for rowing is less
and any athlete wishing to transfer
than 30."
portionality while sustaining the
1he interest;; of our current and
to another institution to continue
prospective students. Our evaluaFor Ward and the athletic departlevel of athletic achievement every·
her career will be provided full and
unconditional release.
one expccts, 1' Athletic Director
tion concluded that the sport of
ment this was the right time to
Allen Ward said. "l project adding
rowing docs not ideally fit pro·
make such a decision.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
Steve Miller can bt• reached at
With the budget cuts being handthe sports of softball and cqu<~strian
grammatically at the university, so
kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu.
steven.miller@murraystatc.cdu

Department adds softball, equestrian, cuts women's rowing

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apa rtments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

,753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

Eltlll IGISIIG
IPP81TUIJTY

One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Immanuel Lutheran
Church

Messages
AM 1340

sunday at 9 a.m.

FM 9.2.1
at '9 p.m.
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Each week, The News will pick some of the top plays In Racer athletics. To submit a play to be considered for Hot Shots, contact
Alison Mugler at alison.mugler3murraystate.edu
Junior Infielder Tyler
Owen got acollective
eight hits in the last two
games against the University of Evansville and
Southern Illinois University. OWen went 8-10 with
3 RBis. The 'Breds cleanup hitter got 11 hits In
the last three games.
Owen improved his batting average to .300 for
the'season.

El.unL' Kight/Tiw New5

The Murray State women's Soccer team hosted Its last contest
for the 2008 spring season by competing against former Murray
State players at Cutchin Field. The women will begin the fall
season with the Blue/Gold Scrimmage on Aug. 9 at Cutchin Field.
Murray State has an exhibition trip to Macon, Ga., AU(). 16 to play
Mercer University, before the home opener on Aug. 22 against
Belmont University.

El.1ine Krgh i/Th~ Nf!IV5

.

• :The Murray State men's rowing club com·
peted at the Midwest Intercollegiate RowIng Championships in Omaha, Nb., on Aug.
26. The men took the No. 1spot in all
three of the events they participated in.

Track, Field races to OVC
~·••' Racers

head into conference tournatnent at full force

The Racers will head to the Ohio Valley
Confcrcnl·e Track and Field Championship
Saturday and Sunday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The tournament will be hosted by Southcast Missouri State University.
Head Coach Dereck Chavis said in a press
release he was pleased with how the team
competed during its most recent competition
at the Louisiana State University Alumni Gold
meet in Raton Rouge, La.
At the Alumni Gold meet, the women competed against a tough field of competition,
Elain•• Kight17he News including Olympic trainees sponsored by
K~istin Riffett. Asenath NaAman. Alaina Zanln and Katelyn Jones prepare for the conference tournament.
brands like Nike and Adidas.

Chavis said the team will look to seniors
Emi Yamamuro, Shameka Dial, Laura
Schro('der and Dominiqu(' Robinson to show
their veternship in their performances and to
lead the team to a successfultinish.
He said the team has used this last week off
to prepare both mentally and physically for
the last tournament of the season.
"I believe this is the most talented team we
have had in a while." Chavis said. "I think we
can do very well in this tournament, provided
everything that we have been working on
comes to head at the OVC. 1 have confidence
and trust in my athletes that everyone is going
to do everything they can and have great performances."

..
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Xavien Lee, freshman from Henderson, Ky., competed in Murray State's Got Talent. Admission to the event was one canned good that was donated to Needllne of Calloway County.

CAB hosts Inaugural talent competition
Ashley Henson
Staff writer

.••

Students wowed the audience at Wrather Museum Friday night when they danced,
stepped, sang and showed off
the ir innovntivc talents in the
first-ever Murray State's Got
Talent compotttion.
Various Inspirational Talents Artistically Labeled, a
dance team of six students,
took home $150 and first place
in this television-inspired
competition with its step and
dance routine. It competed
against 14 other acts.
Kevin Lee, sophomore from
Kirkw<>od, Mo., and member
of VITAL. said the group performed their act ro "Get Silly"
by VIC and "That's Right" by
Ciara.
"We practiced two hours a
day, Monday through Friday,"
Lee said. "We would like to
become a minor dance team
for Murray State. We want to
bring together students who
are interested in cbeerleading
or dancing that are looking
for something different."

Murray State's Got Talent
was sponsored by the Campus Activities Board.
Sam Piechocinski, junior
from Lemont, Ill., and CAB
member, was a stagehand for
the event and said she was
pleased with the success.
"There were some interesting acts," Piechocinski said.
"But it turned out really well
and we are hoping to make it
an annual event."
Coming in second place
was Brittany "Burt" Feistel,
sophomore from Owensboro,
Ky., with her talent of singing
along with her guitar, and
third place was won by T'Nesha Mays, freshman from
Hickman, Ky., who sang and
played the saxophone.
Amanda Franklin, sophomore from Princeton, Ky.,
thought this event was a great
tradition to start.
"I was really impressed
with the event and how
smoothly it went for it being
the first year," Franklin said.
"It's definitely something I
would come see again nex-t
year and I think CAB should

Brittany Feistel, sophomore from Owensboro, Ky., competed in the event.
definitely keep it up."
The faculty of Murray State
even got inv.olved by performing a short skit. Bob
McGaughey and Bob Valentine, professors in the department of journalism and mass
communications, have been
performing comedic skits
together for 30 years and they
celebrated that anniversary
Friday night
"They did a few of their
famous skits while the judges

tabulated
the
votes,"
Piechocinski said. "There was
a chicken rap, a wrestling skit
and a drive-thru skit in celebration of their 30 years of
performing (at Murray State)
together."
Admission to the event was
one canned good that was
donated to Needline of CalLoway County.
Ashley Henson can be
reached at ashley.l!enson@

mu.rraystare.edu.

Laqulshia Watson, junior from Mayfield. Ky., performed the winning dance.
Along with the other five members of Various Inspirational Talents Artistically Labeled, the group received $150 for first place.

.. ..
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~Unique courses offered,
~.

1
f

sttidents prepare for fall

Photo by Paul Holl<~ciay/Tile New~

"

.. students can research classes on the course schedule portion of the Murray State Web site. Out; door recreation courses will be offered in the summer semester.

~
~

..

Ashley Henson
Staff writer
Do you want to learn how to
garden? What about focusing on
the greatest love stories of our
time? .Better yet, what if you got
class credil for these topics?
Classes
over these
interesting
and unique
courses of
study are
only a short
car
Check out thenews.org away, orride
in
for a video on students some cases,
and their opinions on· at Murray
classes they would like State.
to see offered at MurBeginningMay 8,
ray State.
the
New
Master Gardener classes will be
available for people wanting to
volunteer as horticulture agent.
Classes will meet at the McCracken County Extension Office
Thursdays from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
for 14 weeks.
Dava Hayden, horticulture
agent for Murray State McCracken County Extension office,
teaches a segment of the class.
"We cover everything from

plant basics to soil sciences,"
Hayden said. "We have classes
over plant pathology, turf management and vegetable gardening
as well as have hands-on projects
for the class."
This class is affiliated with
state land-grant universities,
which are the University of Kentucky and Kentucky State University. It is offered in 30 states
across the U.S.
Students like Tricia Slack,
senic;>r from Benton, Ky., said outdoor classes are good if students
want a unique experience.
Murray State studenLs can learn
canoeing this summer in Recreation 350, Canoeing and Wilderness Camping, another new class.
"I would love to take that
course," Slack said. ''If you are an
outdoors person and like to be out
on the lake like [do all summer. I
think this class would be a great
fit."
REC 350 is offered 8 a.m. - 4
p.m. May 12-.23, Monday through
Friday, A unique indoor Murray
State class offered this fall may
help students relax
Theater and Dance 110, Movement for Actors, is another class
being taught to help actors
become more comfortable being

on stage.
David Balthrop, chair of <the
department, said this class
help everyone, not just actors.::
"The class is geared toward
relaxation," Balthrop said. "They
also learn techniques of body
alignment. The class htllps ~~h
stress and test anxiety, and ·rQr
when the actor gets nervous ' on
stage."
•
Tyler Baker, junior from Fred.onia, Ky .. has already signed up for
the class.
··
"I'm taking the movement class
because I think it would be bent:ficial to me pursuing a career in
acting," Baker said. "1 feel I will
have a better understanding of
how to move my body for specific things, like combat or other
demanding movements."
•
Interested in the modern tO...e
story? Dale Phillips, professor: ln
the department of English and
philosophy. is teaching Engl~h
343, Special Topics in . Creative
Writing - The Modern tO:...e
Story.
•
The class is for creative writing
majors, but can serve as an elective for any student.
;
Ashley Henson can be reached at
ashley.henson@murraystate.
edu.
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United States disagrees with China,
S One Child Policy Act sparks issues
~Each week The News will feature
a different issue that affects our
campus, community and ultimately
our' world.

Ca5ey Northcutt
Staff writer
J '•

•rn a population of 13 billion, millions of little Chinese girls have gone
rn1s~ing - on purpose.
1'hc entire world, including people
in ·Murray, has responded.
·tu 1979, the Chinese government
~nacted its One Child Policy Act to
curb the country's astronomical popuhttion growth, changing the number
of children many couples could have
to one.
For Lara Wa,ng, sophomore from
Shl•ngyang, China, this meant if her
pan·nts conceived the sibling she
always wanted, her father could lose
his job with the government.
"I don't like it," she said. "(When I
was young), I always asked my mom,
'How can I get an older brother?"'
While this has saddened many
families like Wang's, it has had far
greater consequences. Because the
Chinese believe males are more likely to take care of their elderly parents, many couples prefer little boys
<lnd as a result, some abandon their
baby girls in public places, partaking
in what aid organization Gendercide
Watch calls infanticide.
According to international news

Photo courtesy oi theagt•.com

The One Child Policy Act was developed in 1979 to reduce China's astronomical popula·
tion growth. pairing down the number of children many couples could have to one.
agency the Asia Sentinel. a 2001 sur·
vey estimated 34 million to 41 million
Chinese girls were missing.
Gendercide Watch seeks to confront selective mass killings worldwide. The group said female infanticide is a phenomenon that has raged
for centuries, especially in countries
such as India and China.
"In all cases, specifically female
infanticide reflects the low status
accorded to women in most parts of
the world," according to the organization's Web site, Gendercide.org.
"It is arguably the most brutal and
destructive manifestation of the antifemale bias that pervades 'patriar·

chat' societies."
But people around the world,
including in the United States, have
responded, opening their arms to
China's unwanted. According to
adoptivefamilics.com, Americans
adopted 5,453 children from China
last year. the largest number of ad.options outside the U.S. More than 90
percent of those children were girls.
"1 am very thankful to China."
Lissa Graham-Schneider, assistant
professor of theater and dance. said.
"Chinn made me a mother."
On Oct. 11, 2005, Schneider and her
husband. Russell. adopted a little girl
whom they named Lydia from the

Xing Ye Guangxi region of China.
Although her daughter was abandoned for reasons other than the
One Child Policy Act. Schneider s:-.id
~he still knew the country's laws pertaining to children and its worrisome
demographic effects from her deal·
ings with the country.
''Not everyone is restricted to the
One Child Policy," she said. "(It) is
enforced in urban areas and is
enforced with the Han ethnic race,
which is what most of China is, like
80 percent of Chinese arc Han. In
rural areas, there is a two·child policy, and in extreme rural areas. which
is where Lydia is from, there is no
limit on the number of children."
According ·t o the medical database Pubmed Central, the Commu·
nist Party and The State Family Planning Commission kel'P the contra·
ceptiv.e usc and pregnancy status of
married women under surveillance.
Abortion has been available upon
request since the government enacted the policy nearly 30 years ago,
and as with other nations with low
fertility ratt•s and high esteem for
males, more male births arc registered than female births. Many children however, wind up in orphan·
ages to be adopted imernationally
like Lydia.
Schneider said this has caused a
serious gender imbalance in China.
According to CNSNews.com, hy
2020, the nation will have 29 to 33

million surplus males and between l
12 to 15 percent of young men will
not be' able to start families.
According to the Asia Sentinel, the
imbalance could create a "demo. graphic time bomb," leading to fur- •
ther injustice against women such as
kidnapping and trufficking in rural •
areas of the nation where men .still :
dominate.
·
Despite
looming
problems, .
Schneider still supported the policy. •
She believed China was faced with a
1
very dire problem that required
drastic governmental action.
'
''They're trying to feed one-fifth of •
the world with 7 percent of the
world's farm resources." she said.
"People have been dying in China for
a long time. so some sort of popula."
tion control was needed."
Some people agree. and some
don't. The New York Times reported China plans to phase out its governmental birth control in 10 years, '
and Schneider said the country is !
now trying to lmprove their domes- '
tic adoption programs to smooth out •
their gender imbalance.
Yet the policy has already affected
the world, spreading little girls lucky
enough to survive abandonment
throughout countries, cities and •
to\Vns.

QMAS art display
c·elebrates students

' Organization hosts 6th annual
'Evening of Chocolate Delighf
1

Charlotte Kyle ·

The Murray Woman's Club
offered a celebration of sweetness to the public Thursdar
with its sixth annual kEvcning
of Chocolate Delight."
The t:vent was held at the
Murray Woman's CTubnousc
on Vine Street from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. and was hosted by
the Kappa department of the
1 Murray Woman's Club.
The night raised $2.000 for
the Court Appointed Special
Advocate Association of Calloway and Marshall counties.
CASA is a nationwide organization that seeks to "bring
the voice of a child to the cars
of the court," according to its
mission statement.
CASA is funded hy a small
governmental grant, but relies
heavily on outside contributions and volunteers to keep
the program active.
The Kappa department of
the Woman's Club realized
the need for funding and crcntcd the "Evl~ning of Chocolate Delight" in. 1999, Cindy
Graves, CASA of Calloway
Coun~y Volunteer Coordinator sa1d.
Since then the event has
been a significant help to thl.'

StaiT writer
With the arrival of the end
o( the school year, some stu-

d ents breathe a sigh of relief.
Al'm1g «titb that sigh 1s t1
reflection period - a time to
look back on the hard work
one has done and the many
go:tls accomplished.
' Since April, the Organization of Mumty Art Students
has been recognizing students' 'talents with its annual
art show.
The show opcn~d April 17
and ends today. Students
wt;re able to submit pieces
and ' 100 were chosen for the
exhibition at the Clara M.
E;tglc Art Gallery, located on
the sixth floor of Price Doyle
Fin!! Arts Center.
"Members of OMAS could
sullmit one piece for free.
S1,.1bmitting additional pieces
costs $5.
Becky Atkinson, director of
University Galleries, said the
annual show is a way for
OMAS to raise money.
: "(Not only is it) a chance
fOr students to show other
students and the community

.

what they've been working
on, (but it) also, raises money
for scholarships and awards,"
Atkinson said.
Atkinson sahl in addition to
friends and family members
of • the participants, many
schools from around the area
take field trips to view the
exhibit.
"(The students) get really
excited," Atkinson said. "I
think that's pan of why teachers bring them to the show.
They can see the kinds of
things they can create if they
went to school here."
Lauren Williams, sophomore from Louisville, Ky.,
said she entered an abstract
painting in this year's show.
..1 entered three pieces and
only one got in," Williams
said. "I made it because it was
a class assignment, but I
worked on it a lot so I could
have it completed in time (to
enter it)."
Williams said she did not
tty to enter a piece in the
show last year, but decided to
take a chance for this year's
exhibit because her teachers
encouraged her.
The spring exhibit is impor-

Andrew O'Rouke

Contributing writer

I

Katie Davidson. junior from Evansville. Ind.. displays two pieces of art in
the Organization of Murray Art Students show. The show ends today.
tant for the growing art
department. Williams said.
"(It's important) to get ~tu·
dents involved in the art
department, OMAS and to
allow students to better
understand juried shows."
Williams said. "Also, <it gives
students) a chance ro have
their work compan.•d to others' which artists constantly
have to do in order to stand
out or get recognized."
The show has given
Williams the chance to
receive feedback for her art,
she said.

"A couple of people said
they don't understand it, but
others said they really
enjoyed it," Williams said.
"For me, the piece was about
learning. It was pretty big, 8
foot by 4 foot, which was
challenging, but in a good
· way. It allowed me to better
understand color, composi·
tion and texture. and forced
me to handle a lot of ·paint
which I have always had trouble with."
Charlotte Kyle can be
reached at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.

I

I

I
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Any student might find one living.:
with a loving family right next door.
Casey Northcutt can be reached at
casey.northcut@murraystate.edu.

Calloway-Marshall branch for
the past six years she said.
Not only were the Kappa
members helpful in this year's •
event, but more than 20 local ·
vendors and nbout 200 atten- r
dces contributed to the chari- '
ty night, Graves said.
"We arc very appreciative
' Kappa supporting the
efforts of CASA on behalf of •
the children in the communi- .ty," she said.
Chairman of the Kappa
Dl:partment
Kim
Grasty
emphasized the importance of
the community's help.
"CASA h:1s limited State ·
funding so they need the com- •
munity to help keep the oper- '•
ntion going, Gratsy said. The ·
local community made this ''
year's event a success."
·
The various local vendors
delivered a wide variety of
chocolate flavored delicacies
ranging from cakes. frozen •
yogurts and even a chocolate '
fountain. This year's event '
was accompanied by local '
entertainment and fellowship.
For more information, visit •
the county Web site at casaofcallowaycounty.org or contact ..
the local office at 761-0164.
~
Andrew O'Rouke can be::
reached at andrew.orouke@ ::
murraystate.edu.
·~
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MUSIC RE\fiEW

Simpson hits highs, lows with latest album
I

Staff writer Charlotte Kyle
writes the music reviews.
I was tired of Ashlee Simpson's new album before I t!VCn
heard it.
That's the problem with
over-promoting and overhyping an album - or, in this
case, over-promoting one's
self. The majority of news
and media sources kept Simpson in their reports, but rarely
was "Bittersweet World"
mentioned.
Instead, every article and
segment focused on her
engagement to Fall Out Boy's
Pete Wentz and the "is she or
isn't she?" pregnancy speculation.
Needless to say, I was not
looking forward to an album
by the smaller Simpson.
However. I was pleasantly
surprised. Sort of.
The first track, "Outta My
Head {Ay Ya Ya)," is addictive and fun, the perfect club
track thanks to the work of
producer Timbaland. The
vocals don't sound like Simpson, but rather possess a certain Latina flavor you wouldn't expect from the self-proclaimed punk.
None of the songs seem to
sound like Simpson, but
rather feature the starlet trying to emulate other industry
females. "Boys" has a reminiscence of when Paris Hilton

1\JH ll
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The first track of Simpson's album, 'Outta My Head (Ay Ya Ya),' possesses a Latina flavor that Is unexpected
fromthe self-proclaimed punk princess.
tried to start a singing career
with "Stars Are Blind."
The sixth track, "Ragdoll,"
has a watered-down Gwen
Stefani feeJ to it. "Hot Stuff''
has a breathy Britney Spears
feci to it, and while it might

be tongue-in-cheek. it doesn't
work.
"Rule Breaker" almost
made me turn off the album
only three songs in. I typically can handle cheesy lyrics - 1
love old Avril Lavigne and

cheesy boy band tracks from
the '90s. What I can't stand,
however, is songs so selfinvolved and f:lUx-hardcore.
"You don't want no problems," she scratchily says
over a stale beat, "You don't

want no beef. I don't wanna
fight tonight, but I ain't goin'
home for no one."
I honestly wonder who
read the lyrics to this song
and decided it was a good
idea to spend money recording it. The younger Simpson
bas always tried to secede
from Jessica's original good
girl image, but proclaiming
herself as a "black sheep"
seems fake.
"No Time for Tears" is
unmemorable - not a terribly
bad track, but not something I
would stop and listen to if I
heard it on the radio either. It
sounds more like her previous albums than the rest of
"Bittersweet World" except
the pop-punk guitar riffs have
been replaced with synth and
club music.
Her current single enlists
the help of Tom Higgenson
from Plain White T's, but
even his presence can't hold
my attention. Titled "Little
Miss Obsessive," the song is,
at its root, a track about being
unable to get over a break-up.
It happens to everyone so the
concept is relatable, but Ashlee's scratchy vocals ruin
what coUld be a beautiful ballad.
The title track. MBittersweet
World," features every wornout phrase in the book.
"Why can't we all just get
along?" she asks at one point.

Ashley Henson

Hilton Head, S.C.
Since this
is the last
week
of
school, you
may want to
rl get as far
y from Murray,
as possible.
So m cwhere someone is teeing off for a
round of golf. Somewhere a family is
enjoying their Atlantic vacation and
sticking their feet in the sand, maybe
even gazing at the sunset. These arc
all the perks of visiting Hilton Head
Island. S.C. will offer you.
Consider a 10-hour drive {or
maybe closer, depending on your
hometown) to Hilton Head. The
island offers everything, for everyone, no matter what,your taste may
be.
Whether you are there to enjoy
romance, sports or just the outdoors,

Hilton Head Island has cheap and
affordable ways to keep you entertained.
~
The Sea Pines Forest Reserve is
the perfect cheap attraction if you
love the outdoors. Located on the
southwest tip of the island, you can
enjoy a walk through the elevated
boardwalks and swamps of this 400acre reserve.
Visitors of the reserve can picnic
on Lake Joe and watch for baby alii·
gators that call the lak~ their home.
Water sports arc always a huge
tourist attraction when visiting
Hilton Head Island. You can rent
vessels to go boating, kayaking, skiing. knee boarding, wake boarding
and jet skiing. The island has unlimited access to the Atlantic Ocean and
nearby rivers.
For the romance portion of the
excursion, Hilton Head Island has
several places to wine and dine. Raw
oysters are a common item on any
menu as well as fried ulligator tail,
but the island is also full of juice bars
and small shacks to quench your
thirst.

Photo courtesy of melanie$evin.com

The Sea Pines Forest Reserve Is an inexpensive outdoor activity. Located on the south·
west part of the island, visitors can enjoy a walk through the elevated boardwalks.
Of the drink shacks located along
the beach, the local favorites are the
frozen Fruit Loop from the daiquiri
bar. You can also order a mojito
complete with a sugar cane stick to
sweeten the deal.
The restaurant selection on the
island will fit any budget whether
you arc looking for an elegant getaway or a sports bar.
As for shopping, Hilton Head

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but
don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record,
try before you buy.
Three notes: worth the
money.
Four notes: a future classic.

serves the purpose of fmding fun.
activities for the whole family.>
Adventure Cove has two miniature·
golf courses and a large arcade called
Going Bananas. The island also has
three movie theatres Cor families
who want to relax and enjoy a night ,
at the cinemas.
·
For a look into the Atlantic waters
while staying on dry land, try out the
Coast al Discovery Museum for a
taste of the ocean. The Dolphin and
Nature Cruise will leave at 2 p.m. on
Friday. May 9. The cruise is $19 for
adults and $13 for children. Hours of
operation for the-museum are 9 a.m.- 4:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday and 11 a.m.- 3 p.m. on Sunday.
The island also offers Main Street
Lanes and Xtreme bowling. The
alley is open to at Least 11 p.m. every
night and 2 a.m. on the weekends.
Ashley Henson can. be reached at
ashley.henson@mu"aystate.edu.

Island offers getaway,
outdoor recreation
Staff writer

"The h ypocrites pointing fingers at us with three fingers
pointing right back." she
states at another.
"Never Dream Alone"
almost saves this album for
me. It's a well done, strippeddown ballad. A little cheest
with the lyrics, but the piano
and strings add a certain level
of quality missing from the
rest of the album.
With Simpson's release
date falling so close to new
albums by Mariah Carey and
Madonna, I suggest you pick,
up the albums by originators
rather than emulators. Use
some pocket change to purchase the first and last tracks
and forget about the ones in
the middle. You'll be better
off for it.
Charlotte Kyle can be
reached at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.

Island offers a wide variety of cheap
and· accessible stores and boutiques
that are pocket-friendly.
The Beach Market at Coligny
Beach speciaHzes in swimwear and
all of one's beach needs. The market
also houses several places for homemade fudge, custom-made candles
and gift shops full of T-shirts -and
souvenirs.
As for a family vacation, the island

Every week the Colleqe life section provides
tun and fruqal trip ideas. Clip out each week's
destination and refer to it when you qet in a rut
and need to qet away or are itchinQ for an
excitinq adventure.
If you know of an interesting or entertaining
event qoing on within a day's car ride, send
your Cheap Trip information and a phone number to whltney.harrod@murraystate.edu. : Also. if you qet a chance to 90 to one of O!Jr
• Cheap Trip destinations,. send an e·mail to the
above address lo say how rt went. Safe travels!

MURRAY
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Employment: A Summer Job At Kentucky
4-H Camps: Positions
are available as Camp
Manager; EMT; lifeguards; and instructors for swimming,
canoeing,
nature,
rifle,
recreation,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postings
on Top Jobs website
at Career Services.
Deadline for application Is March 7th. For
more information, visit
our
website
at
www.kentucky4h.org
and apply online at UK
jobs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and interviews February 20th.
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Circus brings unique animals,
live entertainment to Murray
Cody Arant
Staff writer
Lions and tigers and bears. Well,
maybe not bears or lions, but there
were most definitely tigers at the
Regional Special Events Center Sat·
urday and Sunday as The Greatest
Show on Earth came to Murray.
More than 7,500 people attended
the show while the Ringling Bros.
and Barnum & Bailey Circus was in
town, Mae Flint, assistant facility
manager for the RSEC, said.
"There was a great community
response then and Feld Entertainment felt that it was a good fit in
Murray," Flint said. "Since we've
established that relationship with
them it makes it easier to get bigger
shows."
Hosting the circus presented
unique challenges to the RSEC staff.
"There is always a lot of prepara·
tion for bigger shows," Flint said. "It
took probably around three hours to
just bring in all of their equipment.
Of course there are always addition·
al considerations when you're dealing with animals, especially large
animals. They e~en brought in a spe-

cial dumpster just for elephant
dung."
The show featured animals such as
lions: tigers, elephants, zebras, hors·
es and alligators. There were also
acts like traditional clowns, trapeze
artists, gymnasts and motorcycle
stunts.
"I saw some of the acts while r was
working," Flint said. "My favorite
was probably the trapeze stuff."
The circus was the brainchild of
P.T. Barnum. Barnum had been gathering rarities and oddities for many
years and displaying them at a museum in New York City, according to
the Web site ringling.com.
In 1871 the traveling circus debuted
under the name "P.T. Barnum's
Grand
Traveling
Museum,
Menagerie, Caravan and Circus."
The circus' primal-y act was Jumbo,
an African elephant.
James A. Bailey worked with Barnum to prom9te the circus up until
Barnum's death in 1891. After Barnum's death, Bailey gained control of
what was then known as The Barnum & Bailey Circus, according to
the Web site.
In 1884 the Ringling Brothers start-

Ayoung audience member twirls a lighted, glow1n·the dark toy at the circus. The circus featured animals like tigers, elephants. horses
and performing dogs.
ed a tented circus in Baraboo, Wis.
For the next several years their show
grew. In 1907 they bought Barnum &
Bailey Circus for $400,000, creating
The Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey Circus, according to the Web
site. The circus remained unchanged

untill956, when financial trouble and
changing public opinion led to the
final performance of the circus under
the big top, according to the Web
site.
When
Feld
Entertainment
acquired the circus later that year it

revitalized the concept, making the:
move from tents. Feld Entertain· ·
ment, Inc. purchased Ringling Bros. ·
and Barnum & Bailey in 1967, according to the Ringling Bros. Web site.
Cody Arant can be reached at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.

-· Relay for Life continues to bring hope for local canc~r survivors
David Borum
Contributing writer
• Tonight going to be a long
night for many Murray State
students, faculty, staff and
community members. But for
most, it will likely be worth it.
Tonight at Roy Stewart Sta·
dium, the Murray community
can play a huge role on the
winning side of the battle
against cancer by participating in Relay for Life.
Relay is a , one day, one
night, one community event

bringing the community
together as an opportunity, to
raise funds for cancer
research.
The American Cancer Society has three goals for Relay .
for Life: saving lives, inspiring
current cancer patients and
empowering people to fight
back, Celia Wall, associate
professor of journalism and
mass communications, said.
Wall said the community
contributed the most funds to
the American Cancer Society
in 2001.

Murray State will have
18 teams volunteering
tonight. Each team has been
preparing and has set individual goals.
Team compositions vary
from residential coJJeges,
scholarly organizations. food
services, Reserve Officers,
Training Corp and Greek
organizations.
Ashley Brown, sophomore
from Bethalto, rll., is a Relay
co-chair representing the
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
The Alpha Gams will have a
:~bout

T'fte Sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma are
y roud to announce tfte
2oo 8-2o og Officers and Cftairman
President· Jamie Stewart
Recruitment- Leigh Anne Buttrick
Vice President· Taylor Buckingham
Secretary- Melanie Nichter
Treasurer· Kelly Dick
Education-Ashley Hartman
Alumnae RelationsParliamentarianChelsea Riggins
Hillary Harris
Melissa Mortimer
Philanthropy EventsSarah Cox
Erica Grass
AwardsAbby Myers
Kristen Simmonds
ProgrammingRachel Arant
Hillary Harris
Banner CommitteeRachel Engelbrecht
Melissa Mortimer
Public RelationsDance MarathonMeredith Lockhart
Liz Oldenburg
Angela Arnold
Campus InvolvementRisk ManagementLauren Oswalt
Amanda Pittman
Community ServiceAshley Stubberud
Katy Weber
RitualCourtney Stump
Megan Hudelson
EfficiencyMackenzie Cook
Megan Hudelson
Stevie West
FoundationSenior ProgrammingJulie Eschbach
Michelle Farthing
Jodi Rickert
Mackenzie Cook
FundraisingJessica Richards
Rachel Engelbrecht
Social MixersMaggie Mastrolia
Nicole Fullmer
His torian·
Meredith Lockhart
Mandy Piela
Social FormalsHonor CouncilMegan Wrobel
Amber Fay
Mandy Piela
Chelsea Riggins
Special Status- .
Megan Wrobel
Ashley Wild
Samantha Travis
Special Events.
Melissa Mortimer
Kelsey Jones
House ManagerAshley Hornbrook
Ashley Wild
Spirit.
IntramuralsBethany Burba
Jodi Rickert
Galileo Simmons
Nicole Fullmer
TriangleMusicSamantha Travis
Katie Wright
T-ShirtsMegan Wrobel
Katy Weber
Panhellenic·
Kaitlin Cary
Ashley Wild
Ultimate FrisbeeHillary Harris
Allison Powers
Kelly Dick
Nicole Hudson
Chelsie Petrowske
WebmasterMegan Harbison ·
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"'guitar hero" theme, where
they will wear rock 'n' roll
attire and have rock 'n' roll
activities. Brown said they
hope to raise about $350.
Rosanne Radke, athletic
department academic adviser,
along with her husband, Paul,
chaired the first Murray State
Relay for Life 12 years ago.
Rosanne said she has witnessed the difference the
American Cancer Society and
Relay for Life iJ making.
She said even though it is
too ·late to register a team,

volunteers are still encouraged to attend and enjoy the
numerous games and activities throughout the night.
The event begins at 7 p.m.
tonight with the first lap to be
walked by cancer survivors.
Hundreds of survivors have
registered to participate. It is
not too late for survivors to
still sign up, Radke said.
At 10 p.m., there will be a
luminary ceremony to honor
cancer survivors. At this time
the lights at the stadium will
be turned out, providing par·

ticipants the opportunity to
"remember loved ones who
have endured a long or short
battle with cancer," Radke
said.
Food, games and other
activities will be offered
throu~hout the night.
To register as a survivor for,
the commencement walk or
to register a team for future
events, contac t Rosanne
Radke at 809-6016.
pavid ·~n.un ron be- reached
at david.borum@murraystate.
tdu.

